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OTHER GENERAL OFFICERS HOLD
MEETING TODAY TO DECIDE
ON POLICY
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MILITARY FABRIC MAY
WHOLE
BE TORN ASUNDER BECAUSE
OF ULSTER
Loudon, March 26. Premier Asquith
was brought face to face today with
a new crisis by the resignation of
Held Marshal Sir John French,
chief of the Imperial staff, and virtual
head of the British army.
Other leading officers of the army
were also expected to hand in their
papers as a direct outcome of the repudiation of the guarantees given to
the army officers in Ireland. The premier yesterday declared that these
.guarantees were not sanctioned by
the cabinet. Colonel Seeley, secretary for war, subsequently resigned
fiom the cabinet, but the premier refused to accept his resignation.
The result of a meeting at the war
office of the principal commanding
generals of the British army ' was
awaited with anxiety toy the general
public and in political circles today,
as It was thought they might take
some step which would virtually disrupt the army administration. In the
north of Ireland, where the controversy between nationalists and unionists has been the cause of bo muclk
difficulty to the British government,!
there was no disturbance today. The
two parties were seemingly content
to await events In London.
A news agency issued an announcement that both Field Marshal French
and Adjutant General Sir John Spencer Ewart had tendered their resignations and added that the government had refused to accept either of
them.
The war office declined to give any
information on the subject, and It
was declared that no official statement would be available before Premier Asquith himself made the announcement In the house tonight.
It was persistently reported today
that a number of senior officers of the
cavalry brigade at the Curragh camp
in Ireland had resigned and it was
stated that the majority of the regimental officers of the Mounted Units
there were determined to maintain
their refusal to serve against the
unionists in Ulster.
was evidently
Strong pressure
brought to bear on Sir John French
to retain his position at the head of
the army. He was summoned to an
interview with Premier Asquith after
the prime minister had seen King
George.
Subsequently the field' marshal proceeded to Buckingham palace
to confer with the king. "'
John French, chief of the imperial
general staff of the British army, resigned his commission today.
The field marshal, who was one of
the signatories of the memorandum to
Brigadier General Hubert Cough giving guarantees to the army officers
that they would not be ordered to
fight the Ulster unionists, regarded
the repudiation of the document by
the government as a slight on himself. For this reason he resigned.
(Premier Asquith, according to a
statement by David
chancellor of the exchecquer, will
make an announcement tonight on the
subject of the resignation of Field
Marshall French and ihe reported resignation of General Ewart.
A question wag asked-a- t
the opening of the house of commons regard- be resignation. .
replied in the absence or the premier,
who had gone to Buckingham palace
to see King George. The reply of
e
Mr.
was taken generally by the members as-- confirmation
of the report that both generals had
tendered their resignations. One of
the evening newspapers says definitely that Ewart also has resigned.
.
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Although it was generally conceded
today that Premier Asquith had re
gained the upper hand in parliament,
the government is by no means altogether out of trouble. It has still to
deal with the army officers in Ireland
under the new' conditions established
by the premier's speech In the hpuse
V "
of commons yesterday.
General
declares
Gough
Brigadier
that this will mean wholesale resignations and the disruption of the army.
The premier's speech won back the
support not only of the liberals but
of the Irish and labor jnembers of
'
parliament by the stand it took in
the
repudiating
guarantee given to the
mutinous aniiy officers In Ireland
that they might decide whether they
would serve against the Ulster unionists.
It is now asserted that 9s soon as
the government formally withdraws
the guarantees given by Colonel Seeley, secretary for war, Field Marshal Sir John French and other officers will again resign their commissions and, as one of them said, "this'
time in earnest."
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26. v Why did
you
a
revolver?"
Henri Boucard, the
buy
examining magistrate, , today . asked
Madame Caillaux. It was he,?, fourth
appearance before the magistrate, who
is Investigating her assissinatlon of
Gaston Calmette, edior of Figaro.
"Why did you buy a revolver?" ask
ed Boucard, "if your object In calling
on- Calmette was to talk about letters
which you feared would be published?"
.'I was prepared for eventualities,"
was the reply. "If he did not give
me satisfaction I meant to shoot him
and create a scandal."
The next question of the magistrate
was: "Then Why did you not speak
to M. Calmette about the letters before shooting him?" ,
"I iost all .idea of the object of my
visit when I entered his office. My
voice seemed stifled. A fear took
hold of me which even today Is inexI lost my head and fired,"
plicable.
replied Mine. Caillaux.
M. Boucard reminded Mme. Cail
laux ihat her statements to him were
inconsistent with those she made to
the rolioe commissioner airbour af! J
the shooting had occurred.
Mme. Caillaux replied:
"That may well be. I had had no
luncheon or dinner. This fact and
the emotion which overpowered me
made it impossible for me to give the
commissary a. coherent explanation. I
meant to shoot if M. Calmette gave
me no satisfaction, but I did not mean
to kill him."
Examined as to why she had practiced pistol shooting Mme. Caillaux
replied:
"I did not practice with the object
of learning to shoot, but merely to
familiarize myself with the working
of the automatic pistol." j

a
Washington, March 26. With
view to developing communication
between the United States and South
America, Senator Weeks, republican, of
Massachusetts, today introduced a resolution, requesting the secretary of
the navy to prepare a plan for estab
lishing a line of naval cruiser to car
ry passengers, freight and mail be
tween New York, New Orleans and
Valparaiso, Chile, and intermediate
ports. The resolution designates as
the ships to be utilized for such service the cruisers Columbia and Minneapolis and the scout cruisers Salem,
Chester and Birmingham.
"At present South American mails
are sent at long and sometimes Irregular intervals and all American
mails south of the equator are carried la vessels Bailing under a foreign
flag," said Senator Weeks, explaining
his resolution.
"The Bervlce is slow, and this, it
may be easily assumed, militates
against the development of our trade
with South America.
If, later on,
private capital undertakes a line over
this route I should be inclined to withdraw the government line.
"We are In a position of having
spent $400,000,000 in the building of
a canal, one of the reasons for doing
so being that it would aid in the extension ,of our foreign trade, but as
far as I know there are no American
steamers prepared to undertake this
service."
LONDON BUSINESS DULL
Senator Week's proposal interested
London, March 26. Slackness of
many southern and Pacific coast sen- business is expected in financial cir
ators and there was animated discus- cles here to lead
many members of
sion 1n which no opposition appeared.
the London etock exchange to drop
"TT"
their memberships for a year. Twenty- one resignations bavet.fhu;Sac:;bpn
AT THE posted. The number tavnotMspeAed
KOETTEHS
to reach anything like sensational fig
ures of from 400 to 500 reported In one
HOTEL
quarter.
The members have vntil April 14
ib'
decide, as their subscriptions do
ACTOR GIVES DAMAGING TESTl- not
fair due until that date. Under
MONY IN A SENSATIONAL
the
members may retire for a
rules;
MURDER TRIAL
year and resume membership- - without
'
paying an entrance fee.
Chicago, March 26. John W. Martin, an actor, today testified to the
MAJOR'S TRIAL STOPS
identity of John B. Koetrers as .the
New London, Conn., March 26. The
man who registered at a hotel on Nocourt martial of Major Benjamin M.
vember, 1912, with Mrs. Emma Kraft Koehler on
charges of Immoral con
of Cincinnati, who was found dead
not
was
duct
reopened today, as ex
after being slain with a hammer in
at Fort Terry would
Officers
pected.
a room cf the hotel later. Koetters,
nO explanation. A report quickly
give
who is on trial for the alleged mu'
Koehler had disder of Mrs. Kraft, was remembered spread that Major
was so persistent
this
and
appeared
by Martin because he had rudely shovit was1 stated by
ed the actor about in the lobby of the for hours that finally
aecused officer
the
authorities
that
hotel and had refused to apologize.
not left the island.
had
from
to
Letters
Mrs. Kraft
'
Koetters,
ranging from affection through anxiTHE EARTH TREMBLED
ety to accusation, charging that he had
Houghton, Mich., March 26. Earth
caroused in Detroit with $800 obwere felt throughout the Michshocks
tained from her, were read as eviigan copper country about S o'clock
dence.
The
No damage was done.
today.
disturbance is supposed to have been
WOMEN WIN VICTORY
caused by an air blast in one of the
Boston, March 20. "T&nan raiffraee mines, as such .explosions are comwon a victory here today when the mon in this district.
house concurred with the senate in
FIRE IN ESTHERVILLE
adopting a resolution which proposes
an amendment to the const itutlon by
Sioux City, la., March. 28. Esther- the word "male" would be Vihc, la., was swept yy a disastrous
which
siriclcen from the provision desorib-Inat 5: ?) a. m. due to a lairtera
be qualifications of a voter. The explo: im. Loss ia $1S5.0"0. The fire
is unufr; control.
vole was 164 to 33.
.
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out, was the attitude taken by the
foreign governments and just so long
HAT'
as they considered the United States
was violating a promise It would be
difficult to make any more new treaties with them.' ':
Mr. Wilson said that congressmen
were not being called on to compro
mise their attitdue, because the neces
sity for a repeal was based on a
which was not. In taei'r
ASSAILANTS
LEAVE W. A. WIL DEBATE
IS INCREASED
FROM minds when the original action was REPORTS HAVE IT THAT THE'?
taken. The president denied that be
LIAMS SENSELESS ON FLOOR
FIFTEEN TO TWENTY
ARE BEING REPULSED AT
had ever seen any document alleging
HOUR8
OF HIS OFFICE
GOMEZ PALACIO
that the British government Would not
oppose a tolls exemption if confined
E3
STEHEiS
IT? EECTATS GET TEE HIST exclusively "to coastwise shipping."
ANXIETY 'iSSFEL?
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Pans, March

CASSV PASSE1ERS
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EXPECT

TO KILL THE
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Trinidad, Colo., March 26. William
A. Williams, aged 65, pioneer lumber
dealer and a former director of the
Trinidad chamber of commerce, was
found in his office early today, unconscious from an assault supposed to
have been committed last evening.
He was taken to a hospital, .where he
was reported to be a critical condition. His skull was fractured and he
sustained other Injuries.
Williams was found by his partner,
A. E. Messer, when the latter opened
the office at 7 o'clock. The room
was spattered with blood and there
was evidence of & struggle.
The authorities said today that tbey
were investigating the case on the
theory that the assault was the deed
of parties in some way connected with
the coal miners' strike. Williams last
Friday signed a statement, with other
business men, indorsing tie policy of
Governor E. M. Amnions in sending
state troops Into the strike isone, and
urging him to keep the militia on
duty.

SURRECTOS

Washington, Maren 26. Democratic
house leaders abandoned the idea of
only 15 hours debate on the Panama
tolls 'exemption repeal today and
agreed' to 20. J' This would bring a
vote probably Saturday.
Such a provision in a special rule
brought on soon after the house assembled at 11 a. m. today divided the
time so as to give ten hours for those
supporting the repeal, to be controlled by Chairman Adamson of the commerce committee five hours for the
democrats opposed, to be controlled
by Representative Doreraus of Michigan ; four hours for the republicans,
to be controlled by Representative
Knowland of California, and one hour
for the progressives, to. be controlled
by Representative Lafferty of Oregon.
There was a tacit understanding
that the debate on adopting the special rule would be more limited than
was first proposed and probably would
be held to two hours or less..
These arrangements
cleared the
waly for the launching of iho actual
ftt-lin today's session. Nearlv 100
'
. i r
t m
)
i ' , t'l
tLiiU
fciuurf UJ. lilt;
i.vu i.s.L
promises to be the most spectacular
since the democratic administration
came into power.
While the opening skirmish was
on in the house the first guns were
being heard In the senate, where Senator Owen delivered a speech supporting the president's contention for
?).-a repeal.
An Unexpected Delay
Then, juBt as both sides were prepared for the beginning of,thei struggle and the house galleries were
packed with an expectant crowd, another delay cropped up. Although
the rivers and harbors bill was in
direct Una to be speedily finished to
make a place for the tolls repeal bill,
Representative Fitzgerald, democrat,
fighting the repeal, brought up the
conference report on the urgent deficiency bill. A conference report always ia in order under the house
rules, so that: displaced the river and
harbor bill, aWhich still had the right
ofi way over the- Panama bill.
To add to the delay, the conference
report contains a provision tor paying
for the care of the Mexican, .refugees
from Ojlnaga at Fort piiss That
question, much disputed, t precipitated
a near filibuster and lougsdebate. the
parliamentary situation was such that
the actual debate on the Panama hill
was several hours off.
A rule io limit debate on the Panama canal tolls exemption repeal bill
to 20 hours was presented to the
house at 4 o'clock this afternoon. A
vote on the rule was expected before
'
adjournment.
President States Position
The president told callers that the
South American pre&s had joined the
opposition of European countries, and
regard the- Panama canal act as a
violation of a treaty, Mr. Wilson
pointed out that, perhaps, there was
a mistaken impression in congress as
to his reason, for desiring the repeal.
He emphasized that it was not in his
own opinion alone that a mistaken
economic policy and a breach of
treaty was involved, but it was a universal .pinion that an international
situation needed correction.
Mr. Wilson told his callers that, he
was askina no man to reverse hm
t i
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SUOAH TRUST

NEW ORLEANS MAN SAYS
RUINING THE INDUSTRY
THE SOUTH

IT IS
IN

Washington, March 26. Charges
American Sugar Refining
company has for 23 years monopolized
the New Orleans sugar market by a
"ruthless extermination
of competition" and has depressed the pnee of
raw sugar there fully $2,000,000, to
the distress of the planters, were presented to President Wilson today by
Donelson Caffery of New Orleans, who
was presented at the White House
by Senator Thornton.
Caffery urged that no judgment
against the company under the antitrust suit now pending should be entered, nor should any settlement be
permitted which would leave the company In control of the New Orleans
market.
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bery is suggested by A. K. Messer,
business partner of rfce Injured man,
who says that he found that $25 in
bill which were In a cash drawer last
night was taken and that a nickel
was found on the floor, apparently
dropped by the assailants of Williams.
The pockets of the injured man are
declared by Messer to have been turned Inside out, and what money he had
at the time taken. The Investigation
has so far led to no arrests.
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Senate:

20.

noon.

Senator Owen spoke In support of
the repeal of the Panama tolls exemption.
Representatives of prison contractors told the interstate commerce committee tha Hughes bill to restrict the
tariff In prison products was unconstitutional.
Senator Weeks introduced a resolution for a line of naval cruisers to
carry mails, passengers and freight
between the United States and South
America.
Declined to take up at this time
amendthe proposed constitutional
ment to change to the date of Inauguration and convening of congress.
House: Met at 11 a. m.
Rivers and harbors itiill was hurried
to completion.
Leaders agree to 24 hours debate
on the Sims bill to repeal the Panama
tolls exemption.
Public lands committee heard supporters of the bill to open oil and
mineral lands of the public, domain
by a leasing system.
Judiciary committee heard William
H. Ingersoll of New York speak in
favor of a proposition in the trusts
bill to permit manufacturers to fix retail prices.
tactics obstructed
Parliamentary
consideration of the Panama toils repeal bill.
Pobatei the conference report on
Use ur"enlde!.ii'kney bill.
;
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obstinate, flagrant and cruel of all the! ;rne
have
ka
trade onspiracies in tbo United at Goi-"w
Io
PaLi'
n t , Sl
Mates," and urged a provision in the rnaie here today by Miguel !'
administration trust bill, particularly inspector of Mexican consulates.
the trade commission pill, ' to meet
Senor Dieboid exhibited message's
such conditions as he described.
from Mexico City as his authority for
the statement. One message declared that the rebels have not even apPENNSYLVANIA RETRENCHES
Philadelphia, March 2(1. Pennsyl- proached Torreon proper, but have
vania railroad officials today confirm- had their hands full at Gomes Palaeio,
ed the report that the company with- three miles distant He asserted that
in the last three months has laid off the federals are about to take the ofabout 15,000 employes on the lines fensive, to which end a f!an kingeast of Pittsburgh, in carrying out its movement is being started.
It
policy of general retrenchment.
is said that about 40,000 of the reRebels Reported Routed
maining 125,000 employes have been
Washington, March 20. This inr-:placed on shorter time. Two hundre.i age eot from Mexico City last nU ht
clerks In the general offices in this was received' at the embassy hero tocity have been laid off within a day day.
or two.
"Rebels once ciore roi.i- ,1 u i r pulsed at Gornea raiacio wit.
losses while trying to apfHt. h Tor- reon."
The state department had
'
report from El Paso savin r'.. .t
to yesterday afternoon the r,l-C- t
c"
the fight was "still nudelerm.j rd."
Other dispatches reported ther j y.
BLOCK OF BUSINESS
QUARTER
HOUSES IS RAZED TO THE
absolutely no foundation for fa'
that danger threatened fsve Ai ti
GROUND
cans in" the Tlahualillo dw'rt t"
" Consular
Sioux City, la., March 20. Two fire- Coahuila.
repro rL t
men were killed and three injured report all 'foreigners within t
and between $300,000 and $100,000 under constitutionalist control i
damage wa3 done in a fire which protected.
Consul Garrett at Nuevo L,
swept the quarter block at, the southeast corner of Fourth and Nebraska just over the Lb Ornnd' r
streets, the heart of the business dis day that an Americui l
Texas, was v.otmeVJ is " i
trict, early this morning.
,
,
a shot fired from t'e !'
The dead are:
FRANK FULTON", pipeman, Com'
'
Capital's Mews &C;
pany No, 1.
Mexico City, y.nth 21 -SEELEY LAWTON, driver for Fire
Chief Kellogg.
capital was today sil.l w!
Ite inform itiori ns to :'u
'
tween the fedir.,.1-A QUEEN
IS COMING -c
ti
Ti
,r
Sofia, Bulgaria, March 2. Oneon Iri'ii
vt'J uu ei
Meaner of Lulguna touay announeeu liav
that she would start on her journev rub ' V r ,nli r
. :
to the United States the third week the f
r C
in May TTrrm i tyjie r
i
V t
emimrk
ami
proceed to ITamburfr
i
r
1
I
.
'
Iherej ci
will be ihe f r t it i n i
lhCr ?
I
t tl e Tr ' i -

I

r t

Juarez, Mex., March 20. At noon a
report was received saying
that an Intermittent artillery duel
was carried on at Gomez Palaeio during the night. There were no details.
No Word for 43 Hours
An atmosphere of pessimistic anxiesymty enveloped constitutionalist
pathizers here early today over tli
possible fate of General Francisco
Villa and his 12,000 rebel soldiers,
who, at last reports, were engaged in,
desperate fighting at Gomez Palaeio.
a suburb of Ton-eon- .
Not- for two days has any autnori-tatlv- e
word come from the front, ami
press dispatches, which so far bav
been more reliable than the
official dispatches, have been as lack
ing.
Not even a courier has penetrate
the desert between Toner, l and Chi
huahua, by wire, an! no communica
tion by wire of any is:.. era has been
received for 48 hours.
unofficial
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ticles alleged to have been found. But
all these varieties of swindle are in
significant money getters compared
to stock swindles. In one particular
stock swindle, it is estimated, the
promoters filched from the public ap
proximately ?6,000,CKk.
A Remarkable Leas
One of the most remarkable leases
ever drawn in the city of New York,
according to brokers who are cognizant of its terms, affects a choice
SEPARATED
PUBLIC
AMREICAN
THREE
IN
plot of two lots on Fifteenth street
$1830OO,OO0
FROM
Long leases for 21 year?, with three
YEARS
or four renewals, are of common oc
the currence, but in such cases it Is in
New York, March
swindled
variably stipulated that at the exAmerican public has been
shall
out of $183,000,000 in the last tflree piration of the first term there
the
of
property
be
a
reappralsement
years by persons arrested for using
rent. But
the mails to defraud is the startling and a readjustment of the
street
Fifteenth
the
examcase
of
In the
information uncovered by an
condition
unusual
prevails
an
at
the
records
property
ination of the
of the poBtofHce Inspectors in that the original lease Is bo drawn
More than
in the federal building of this city. aa to make it perpetual.
term is to be
succeeding
sum
this
out
every
that,
that
also
la
It
pointed
was obtained by persons arrested and at the samo annual rate as the first,
BOO
that many additional millions were pil- so that, should the lease continue
would
lease
of
the
operators years, the holders
laged by
to the
who succeeded in eluding the postal still be paying the name price
authorities. The report shows that owners aa was paid at the time the
over E0 varieties of schemes are in lease was drawn. One broker who
in all
vogue by swindlers who obtain their discussed the matter said that
The his experience with leasing conditions
victims through the mall
schemes range from obtaining two-ce- on Manhattan he had never heard of
stamps dishonestly to the mulct- a similar case, and In this respect this
mil- property occupied a unique position.
ing of the public to the tune of
WorthIt la evident that the advantage of
In
a
lions
single enterprise.
schemes are In the the lease is entirely with the tenant
less stock-sellinlead. Year after year there appear inasmuch as regardless of the increase
tens of thousands of men and women In the value of the property the anin the United States who are perfectly nual rate of S8.50O per year will re
is increas
willing to send their money to men main. That this property
in distant cities, about whom they ing in value rapidly is shown by the
know absolutely nothing except the fact that during the past 10 yeara the
lurid lies which these men tell about taxes have increased from $1,037 to
themselves and their companies' stock $3,800. Another interesting phase of
la their own letters aDd circulars. the matter, as pointed out by a bro
Pake land schemes make up another ker, involves the prospective purchas
numerous and remuneratle class of er in case the property should be
swindle. Sales of worthless medicines offered for sale at any time by one
and medical appliances net a great of the heirs. The most logical buyer
deal of money. The report Hats the would be the lessee, as it might be
following among the schemes worked difficult to find buyers under the
less frequently: Fake horse and ath terms of the lease, for an outside buyletic contests, fake banks, fake em er would purchase subject to theconwould
there
and
of
the
tions
D.
lease,
C.
O.
fake
express pack
ployment,
esages, fake sale of state rights, fake fore be paying for a piece of real
could
actual
to
which
possession
tate
from
sale of various articles ranging
ceasdogs to peanuts, fake home purchas never be obtained until the plot
a
to
worth
$8,500
year.
be
ing investment contracts, fake silk ed
No More House Work
dealers, green goods, fake loan schemes
No more marketing, cooking, house- and requests for rewards for lost ar
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"Postum

for Mine"
Many a man and woman with coffee trouble has found that
Postum is a sure and pleasant way back to health.
A

f

doctor writes:

'

"I have been using Postum for the last seven or eight
years, and think it has had a good deal to do with, my looking younger than 55 yearg of age.

"I recommend It to all my patients, and those who have
it have only praises for its taste and its good
effects on their nervous systems; like me they have given
up tea and coffee altogether."
been using

Postum is a pure

made of wheat md a small proroasted and skilfully blended. It is absolutely free from the coffee drugs, caffeine and tannin common causes
of heart, stomach, liver, kidney and nerve disturbance.
food-drin-

k

portion of molasses

Some people marvei

at the benefits from leaving

off coffee

and using Postum, but there is nothing marvelous about
common sense.

it only

Postum now comes in two forms:
Regular

Postum

must be boiled.

Instant Postum a soluble

15c

.nd 25c

pugs.

powder, requires no boiling.
water makes a delicious bever-

A

spoonful stirred in a cup of hot
age. iuBtaiifJy. 30c and 505 tins.

The cost per cup of both kinds Is about the same.

i ii ere
I
--

sold

fcy

i

Grocers everywhere.

--

fi
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There la nsnallr a certain decree of dread
In every woman's mind as to the prohable
child-birt-

pain, distress and danger of
Hut, thanks to a. most remarkable remedy
known as Mother's Friend, all tear is banished and the period is one of unbounded,
Joyful anticipation.
Mother's FTlend Is used externally. It
is a most penetrating application, makes
the muscles of the stomach and abdomen
pliant so they expand easily and naturally
without pain, without distress and with
none of that peculiar nausea, nervousness
and other symptoms that tend to weaken
the prospective mother. Thus Cupid and
the stork are held up to veneration; they
are rated a cunning plotters to herald the
coming of a little sunbeam te gladden the
hearts and brighten the homes of a host of
happy families.
There are thousands of women who have
used Mother's Friend, and thus know from
experience that it Is one of our greatest

contributions to healthy, happy mother-tieod- .
It Is eold by all druggists at
per bottle, and is especially recommended
as a preventive of caking breasts and all
other such distresses.
Write to Bradtteld Regulator Co., 131
Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., for their very
Got
valuable book to expectant mothers.
a bottle of Mother's Friend
$1-0- 0

keeping or tending- babies for the ad
This is the hope
vanced women.
held out to women by one of New
York's fairer sex who lectured re
cently on the "Larger Feminism" be
fore more than one hundred women
who were anxious to hear about "The
Present and Future.'
Home, Past,
The lecturer painted a word picture
showing that nothing is so dreary and
commonplace as household drudgery.
She offered a few suggestions concerning the best way to bring about
domestic reform. She amitted that
women had made a failure in the art
of housekeeping and in solving the
servant problem. The purchasing of
supplies, she said, would in future
homes be done by highly trained and
high salaried experts. The following
are a few predictions of what will
happen when "wife's paradise has no
kitchen": "We will buy our food
cooked instead of raw. Then we shall
have expert and swirt cleaners, hired
our
bv the hour, who will arrange
houses every day. This will give the
housewife time for many things bethe home clean
sides trying
with a string of babie3 tagging after
"Do you mean we shall buy
her."
our supplies at a delicatessen?" que
ried an anxious housewife and mother.
"Tho average man objects to that
sort of food." "I am perfectly aware,"
replied the lecturer, "that the major
ity of men cling to the ,idea of having
a private cook. They hlnk'that's a
much better way to Jive, and It hurts
their feelings to be asked to make a
change. But when they have a gene
ration of good digestion they will nev
er want to go back to wife's cooking
again. And the children of the next
generation who are brought up In the
future way will get on perfectly and
like it because they wont know anything different."
Cemetery for Animals
New York now has a .cemetery for
dogs and cats where each tombstone
has an original epitaph. Kanis Ruhe
Animal Rest is the translation is
really what its name implies, a resting
place for dogs and horses and pussies when their earthly cares are over.
Kanis Ruhe is one of the largest animal cemeteries in the country. It is
situated in Westchester county 40
miles from New York. Thousands of
animals are buried there. Hardly a
day goes by that an animal hearse
conveying a coffin and attended by a
train of mourners In carriages does
not wind up the bill to the white walled enclosure. Behind this wall are
no less than two thousand tombstones
that mark the graves of the pet cats
and dogs of the men and women of
New York. There are tall granite
spires with long inscriptions. There
are marble pinnacles, and headstones
with pictures of animals chiseled upon
them. And each one tells a story of
dumb devotion by a mute friend that
has not been forgotten since death
closed the faithful eyes. Kanis Ruhe
is run In connection with one of New
York's dog and cat hospitals. It is
equipped with a complete set of miniature hearses, with an embalming
and casket manufacturing
plant, a
tombstone works and with a supply of
carriages for mourners. The burial
ground covers several acres of high,
gravelly ground. The first year It
opened 175 men and women from New
York followed the bodies of their pets
up the hiil and saw them lowered
into the littlo graves.
Cure for Paralysis
Members of the Medical Association
of New York craned forward in breathless interest several trays ago as they
watched nine children, three month?
ago helpless cripples from spastic
paralysis, hobble about in the lecture
room of the association. The children
wwa exhibited by two New York physicians to show the marvellous results
they have obtaind by a new opera- -
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tive method, of which the basis is the
treatment of lesions of the brain. Tho
children, ranging in ages from four
to ten years,, tottered up and down the
floor or twisted little arms and wrists
at the direction of the physicians,
while anxious and smiling mothers
crowded tlmidily toward the door,
out In the hallway, ready to. clutch
them in their arms the moment the
doctors said: "There, that's all, baby."
These children were seletced from 34
cases wrom one of New York's cripple hospitals, all of them suffering
from spastlo paralysis caused by a
lesion of the brain occurring before,
during or immediately after birth. The
operation by which these children
were benefited consisted of making incisions at the temple and removing
the cysts which had formed from the
Intercranla hemorrhage thus causing
the paralysis. In other words, the
surgeons went to the seat of the trouble and removed the cause. Heretofore the only method of aiding sufferers from spastic paralysis has
ben tendon lengthening and sectioning of nerves. In most cases this has
been temporary relief and the years
generally reduced" the sufferer to Im
becility and Idiocy.

IN SELECTING OUR SPRING WEARING APPAREL WE ANTICIPATED THE
.

V

WISH OF EVERY
WOMAN''

I

Hi

and it's time now to select your spring coat or suit.
Further delay in the selection of those spring garments will deprive you of the satisfaction of being
one of the women to set the fashion of thia city.
'
r
;.'
This is WOOLTEX SUIT WEEK

and we are

n

show- -

i

If

ing all the accepted styles, fabrics and colors.

you want to give careful thought to the selection of
,

your Easter Costume,

don't put off your shopping

until the last moment

If you select for your Easter

suit a Wooltex Suit, you cannot select a better one
and WOOLTEX

08

IF CONSTIPATED

5?

Copyright

The

STJTm

WEEK is the best time tor

1914
11.

Black

Co.

Copyrlrlrt

such a selection.

1914

l a II. Black Co.

MOOS "CASCABETS"
SOUR
SICK
FOR
HEADACHE,
STOMACH, SLUGGISH LIVER
AND BOWELS.

Remember this is Corset

Bedding Specials

box.
Get a
Take a Cascaret tonight to cleanse
your liver, stomach and bowels, and
you will surely feel great by morning,
You men and women who have head
ache, coated tongue, can't sleep, are
bilious, nervous, upset, bothered with
a sick, gassy, disordered stomach, or
have backache and feel all worn out.
Are you keeping your towels clean
with Cascarets or merely forcing a
passageway every few days with salts,
cathartic pills or castor oil?
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove the sour,
undigested and fermenting food and
foul gases; takj the excess bile from
the liver and cat ry off the constipated
waste matter and poison from the
intestines and bowels.
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
straighten you out by morning. A
box from your druggist means
healthy bowel action; a clear head
and cheerfulness for months. Don't
forget the childfen. Adv.

Here's some items of special Interest to
every housewfo in the city not only because of the very low prices but more especially because of the high quality of these
items:
OUR LEADER
72x90 Sheets
42x36 Pillow

' '

model corset before
50c

Cases..

122c

ELMDALE
72x90 Seamless Sheets.
.81x90 Seamless Sheets...

16

i

85c
90c
22J4c
25c

li

Make your selection

are

while the stocks

THOMSSN'S
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complete.

CORSETS.
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cation, tells of the manual training
work in her school, saying:
"I find that industrial work affords
a variety in the school; the children,
without exception, find it interesting
and pleasant and take much pride In
the finished articles. Some children
who may not be subnormal mentally,
yet am flwinrow in their studies, oft
en excel in their handwork to their
own gratification and joy and! the
satisfaction of the teacher. Manual
regular work and the results have
regular wor and the results have been
been in every way satisfactory."

ministration of Mrs. William Cumming
Story as president general. Ten vice
presidents general are to be elected
at the meetolng and some spirited
contests are in prospect. Several
proposed amendments to the constitution of the organization are also
to be considered and acted upon. The
local committees are preparing an attractive program for the entertainment of the delegates.
Chronic Stomach Troubia Cured
There Is nothing more discouraging
than a chronic disorder of the stomach. Is it not surprising that many
suffer for years with such an ailment
when a permanent cure is within their
reach and may be had for a trifle?
"About one year ago," says P. H.
Beck, of Wakelee, Mich., "I bought a
package of Chamberlain's Tablets, and
since using them I have felt perfectly
well. I had previously used any num

Chamberlain's Tablets for Constipation
For constipation, Chamberlain's Tab.
lets are excelelnt Easy to take, mild
and gentle in effect, tfive them a trial.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
MERCY FOR GIST

Santa Fe, March- - 26. The grand
Jury at Carrlzozo, after being in eesion 11 days, investigated 69 cases,
examined 98 witnesses, returned 46
true bills, two Information and 12 no
true bills. The grand jury urged the
old
of
limmedjiate (release
Charles Gist from the county Jail
serving four months for alleged theft
of a rifle valued at $5. He has already completed three months of his
sentence. A request for mercy will
be forwarded to Governor McDonald.

ber of different medicines, but none pound for an Inflamed and congested
or them were Of any lasting benefit" condition of the air passages and bronFor sale by all dealers. Adv.
chial tubes. A cold develops quickly
if not checked and bronchitis, lagrippo
WATERWAY and pneumonia are dangerous possibilities. Harsh
coughs weaken the
Windsor Ont., March 26. One of system, but racking
Foley's Honey and Tar is
the largest and most influential dep- safe, pure and certain in results. Conutations that ever waited upon the tains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and
Store. Adv.
government at Ottawa left this city Red Cross Drug
!
for the capital today in the interests
ROBBED
A POSTOFFICE
of the movement for the
v
Santa Fe, March 26. Word was rewaterway. The delegation includes representative men from all ceived today that the postofflce at
over western Ontario. The chief pur- Duran, Torrance county, was robbed
pose of the demonstration is to offset on Monday night. Duran is on the
the attempt of the Montreal and Que- El Paso and Southwestern railroad
bec Interests to Induce the govern- south of Santa Rosa. The office was
ment to build the Georgian Bay can broken Into during the night, and letal.
.
ters as well as stamps and: cash are
reported to hare been taken. The
Avoid Stuffy, Wheezy Breathing
postofflce department has sent an In"4
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Com spector to investigate,
El

I

CAPITAL PAID IN
9100,000.00

SURPLUS
I50.000.M

-

4

J. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

The Mothers' Favorite
cough medicine for children
should
be harmless. It should be
pleasant to take. It should be effectual
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is all of
this and is the mother's favorite every
where. For sale by ail dealers. Adv
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D. T. Hosklns, Casjiler.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.
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VEGAS
OJNT TIME
DEPOSITS
A.

Washington, March 26. All arrange
for the
menis are now completed
twenty-thircontinental congress of
the Daughters of the American Revolution, which is to assemble In this
city next month. The convention will
be the largest in the history of the
organization. The meeting will mark
the close of the first year of the ad- -

J
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showing all the new
moilels this week.

Laa Veas'Loadina Storo
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suit

very foundation of
a perfect fit. We are

o
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Hemstitched, Pillow Cases

that new

or

cause the corset is

18c.

Cases...

fit

gown

75c
80c

HARVARD HEMSTITCHED
81x90 Hemstitched Sheets
90x90 Hemstitched Sheets
42x36 Hemstitched Pillow

SUIT

you

Iff

60c
...65c

PEPPERELL
72x90 Seamless Sheets
81x90 Seamless Sheets
42x36 Pillow Cases
45x36 Pillow Cases

MANUAL WORK SUCCESSFUL
Santa Fe, N. M., March 26. --Miss
Ameria Raff, ,prifipal of the public
vuu-ty- ,
sonoois at ix jjw". voicuu
in a letter to Miss Manette A.
Myers, state director of industrial edu-
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You will need a new,
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valuable time. They were walking
with the president in the Chapultepec LONDON FULL OF BEGGARS
grounds when the American chargi Mendicants and
Cadger
Appear In
d'affaires drove by. The president
the Great Metropolis In All
his
and
car,
remembering
recognized
Sorts of Disguiies.
A
that there was something that he
wanted to talk to the American rep.
There are many professional beg
resentative about, Egnalled: him to ?ars in London, who have their own
May Find Help m This stop. O'Shaughnessy alighted, Joined copyright methods of extracting coin
the official group and was preparing from a sympathetic and credulous pub
Letter.
Uc.
You may perhaps have come
to Continue his drive when the presiacross the distressed governess, out
car
into
to
dent
him
his
asked
get
E MAKES HIS CABINET
MINIS
Swan Creek, Mich. " I cannot speak
3f a situation, who asks you In Oxford
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
IS
too highly of your medicine. When with him. The two drove off together, street the way to walk to Turnham
TERS AND OTHER OFFICIALS
CHOSEN AS CANDIDATE FOR
SUIT HIS WHIMS
through neglect or leaving Ministers Blanquet, Alcocer Green, and is so staggered at the dis
SANTA FE MAYOR
overwork I get run and o'ther councellors of the president tance that you ask her to accept the
down and my appeafter the car. Halt an hour bus fare.
26. After a
Mexico City. March
Santa Fe, N. M March 26. Roman
tite is poor and I staring
Then there is the transatlantic
eet O'Shaughnessy down
later
Huerta
in.
office General Huerta appears
year
have that weak, lan- near
in the metropolis. Llberato Baca, speaker of the late lastranded
journalist
in
and
resumed
the
his own car
in better health than, when he underHe is too proud to seek aid from some mented republican house of represen
guid, always tired
I
sr.
cabinet meeting.
took the presidency, The difficulties
Df his millionaire friends at the Cecil,
feeling, I get a bot- terrupted
was nominated as the candi
It is not uncommon for the presi but if you could? and perhaps you tatives,
tle of Lydia E.
he has encountered have left no stamp
's
date
for
mayor last night at a conven-- !
upon his features. Six months ago
Vegetable dent to summon his ministers to a do.
tlon
of
and democrats,
progressives
Most artistic of all mendicants is
Compound, and it meeting during the middle of the
some of his friends and most of his
builds me tip, gives night and cabinet meetings, or what the old lady of grandmotherly appear after a spirited fight in which Baca's
col"enemies ipredicted early physical
me strength, and re- would
ance dressed in black silk. She is up heretofore somewhat prominent posi
pass for cabinet meetings, have In
lapse and there were some who would
stores
London for the day, and some one tion in the local republican party was
mpt ta norfoe
.
.
.
,.
:
i.-taken
cafes.
ul
in
place
not have been surprised had his in- iieaiLu again, it is
has robbed her of her purse. She has used as the 'chief argument against
truly a great blessHuerta does not indulge in physical called on her solicitor, but unfortu
tellect suffered as the result of the ing to women, and I cannot speak too
him.
The combination ticket is as
highly of it I take pleasure in recom- exercise as a means Qt recreation. He nately he was out. What shall she
enormous odds.
follows:
asto
in
it
his
recreation
derives
others."
Mrs.
mending
do?
You
talking
seems
Annie
her
the train fare and
"Take things as they come,"
give
For mayor R. L. Baca, progressive,
No. 1, Swan Creek, tronomy with any one who can inter she promises to send the money on to
g
to have been the
philosophy UAMERON, K.F.D.,
For city clerk--ArthE. P. Robin
!
If you will give her your address.
uuiciugan.
man
and
the
you
est
him
the
in
subject
of Huerta, tempered always, however,
son,
are
if
But
wise
and
progressive.
you
you
decline,
who does must be an expert or in
Another Sufferer Relieved.
with the belief that all things come
thus escape a shoal of begging let
For city treasurer Jesus S. Cande- to him who waits, especially to him
Hebron, Me. -"- Before takinir vniir dining- with his Intimate friends. The ters. For addresses of benevolent
democrat.
lario,
who waits for and seizes the big op- remeuies i was an run down, discour time he retires appears a matter of in persons have a market value among
For
alderman, First ward Manuel
the
as
in
his
does
had
and
female
arising
weakness. I took difference,
the cadging fraternity.
London
portunity. Worrying has never been aged
Delgado, democrat.
one of Huerta's failings. Nor is he .Lydia Jb. Finkham's Vegetable Com. morning. Usually he is up early. Chronicle.
and used the Sanative Wash, and The
For alderman, Second ward C. J.
lightest kW of breaiifast, coffee
a creature of routine. Regularity does pound
find today that I am an
new and rolls, he gets as soon as he is
democrat.
Bacon,
entirely
his
He
methods.
characterize
not
LOVE AND FRIENDSHIP SURE
woman, ready and willing to do my
For alderman, Third ward John H.
awaka A little work, if he thinks of
does his work when and where it suits housework now, where before
taking
his convenience and, all members of jruur uieuiune h was a aread. I try to anything to do, and then almost every That Meeting of Affinities It Inev Walker, democrat.
Jefferson Reynolds, President
For alderman, Fourth ward, for two
fcis official family, the public, and Tils impress upon the minds of all ailing morning a walk up and down on the
itable It Opinion Advanced by
E. D. Raynolds. Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
tDavfld Gonzalez progressive;
women
I
the
years
meet
in
his
house
the
in
of
benefits
front
sidewalk
Novelist.
Thli
can
they
private family as. well have to yield.
Hallet
Cashier.
H.
Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Raynolds,
uenve
for
four
"
irom your medicines.
Mrs. district known as San Rafael. After
years, August Relngardt,
Long ago he tired of the regular
R.
There
are
one
Charles
F.
No.
in
never
life
Eowe,
people
lot
D.,
a
democrat,
1,
then
more
breakfast
and
that
cabinet meetings and announced that
more than Just brushes by: from
neuron, Maine.
of work. He may go to the Chapul
conferences with his ministers would
whom one gains nothing; to whom one
want
If
you
national
woods
or
advice
the
palace
tepec
take place whenever he summoned
special
gives
nothing. People who, though GIRLS! THICKEN AND
to
write
E. Pinkhain Med but it is just as likely he will do his
them, and there would be no place re- iclne Co Lydia
they may be the pivot of another's
summon
(confidential)
Lynn,
life and that's always very difficult
garded as sacred to that ceremony. mass, xour letter wil be ooened. morning's work at his home,
to him there all who may have to realize and remember are no more
And so it has come about that ques- read and
ing
BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR
answered by a woman business with him. Without much to you than a faintly penciled draw
tions of the greatest import are as anu neia m strict confidence.
I
routine, and with executive mastery ing. You may be introduced to them
likely to be discussed in his private
know all their rela BRING BACK ITS
and
GLOSS, LUSTRE,
shoving all he can onto his eubordi again theiragain,
home as in the national palace and
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
tlons,
personal history, admire
CHARM AND GET RID OF
not at all Infrequently he sends word trees, or beside the lake. Ministers nates, he ploughs through, the day's and approve. But that is all. It is
DANDRUFF
to his ministers suddenly that he and president alight, sit on the work until 7 or 8 o'clock, when he is no use arranging meetings; striving
to know each other better: you'll nev
would like to meet them that very benches or walk along one of the in- ready for dinner.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, S25.G00.
To be possessed of a head of heavy,
Dinner may be in his own home or er get any nearer.
morning in the woods about Chapulte-pe- teresting foot paths and there talk of
Love and friendship are as inev beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy,
affairs which perhaps are of interna- in that of one of his friends Huerta's
,castle.
as all else in this Inevitable wavy and free from dandruff is mereitable
not
tional
do
of.
all
is
of
Back
the
ideas
prevent
In
In every
importance.
of Banking we
democracy
To the famous and ancient park
world. You may first meet at the an
ly a matter of using a little Danderine.
which the castle is located he drives president's whim. He may be 'late. him froni dining where he pleases
o.re
to
each
and
give the best of service
prepared
go
tipodes
opposite ways
It Is easy and inexpensive to have
in his automobile. His ministers, also The ministers wait. He may nave al- very likely in one of the public res perhaps without even
But
speaking.
res
If you are native to each other you nice, soft hair and lots of it. Just
arriving In their cars, wonder in just tered his mind regarding affairs of taurants. There is one central
what part the president is going to state and the ministers are told to taurant that has received the greatest will meet again and again. People get a 25 cent bottre of Knowlton's
see them. Their chauffeurs or aides meet him later in the day or night at part of his patronage. Here the en lose half their energy in contriving Danderine now all drug stores rec
trance of the president accompanied and planning. They are like men who ommend' it apply a little as directed
sight the presidential car ahead on his home, ,
would try to hurry on an express train and within ten minutes there will be
one of the many drives and there beiNeison u snaugnnessy lately was by one or two of his aides, perhaps
by
and
two
or
possibly use getting out and pushing: or to an appearance of abundance; freshgins a chase which may come to an the Innocent cause of forcing the min- a personal friend
a very homely simile like cer
since
has
fluffiness and an incomparable
his
of
member
a
long
shade
family,
one
to
waste? what douMless was
of the great
isters
end beneath
tain impatient persons, who, instead ness,
the
gloss and lustre, and try as you will
ceased to be a novelty.' In
days of waiting for a bu3, Imagine
they
of Porfirio Diaz the visiting of a pub save time by walking on so that it you cannot find a trace of dandruff or
lic dininsr nlace was something of a may overtake them. From "Simp- falling hair; but your real surprise
will be after about two weeks' use,
state ceremony. His coming and his son,", by Elinor Mordaunt
ATTRACTION going
when you will see new hair fine and
was carefully staged and those
Trick of Ski Jumping.
downy at first yes but really new
privileged to witness it were, reckoned
Tiff
The art of
is not bo hair sprouting out all over your
among the fortunate. To the music
and
we
as
looks
entered
Danderine
the
it
he
before
so
national
easy
scalp
of the
is,
believe,
hymn
trying, nor
retired while all others stood. A res hard to learn as it might appear after only sure hair grower; destroyer of
taurant keeper would have felt him the first attempt. At the start, or dandruff and cure for itchy scalp and
usza me would erra to curr a cold ih one bat.
takeoff, come down as though you it never fails to stop falling hair at
self justified in raising the prices on were
on
the
then
at
the
ski,
coasting
i
once.
his menus if Diaz had happened to moment
Always remember the full name. Look,
of the take-of- f
bend the body
want to prove how pretty
If
in."
you
well forward from the hips and throw
"drop
this signature on every box. 25c.
for
But Huerta is conducting a demo as much of the weight as possible into and soft your hair really is, moisten
cratic regime. He likes to dine in the knees. As you leave the edge of a cloth with a Jittlo Danderine and
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that neither trunk hor check would
part as follows:
to be' ruled by an Irish parliavalued at $1,000; was today continued
The play at'" the Beach Club is
be seen againi She1 was evidently
to the next term of .court l;iiflKn'-- .
ment Is laid to be because it would worth
out from .travelling for she was
"being so' unlike the
studying,
mean prompt reforms for working
The jurief.bav been drawnioSje, tised
usual gaming. It is a sure thing "for
subdued at, supper, and, retired
quite
Juan county term of court, and
conditions. Some of the greatest linen
;
the house, yet the most dangerous San
,
eany.
James
Assistant pistrict Attorney
manufactories are located at Belfast
' The next
breakfast
kind, the kind where the winnings of
morning
to
Aztec
for
prepare
left
has
women
and
and girls work long hours a month
Herring
was" over ' he insisted on helping
may be swept away in an
hundreds of styles here, both
in them. The home rule enthusiasts hour. The recklessness of these fof abusy term, Judge ft.
Among
:'; ""; .":
next. week, after hear wash the dishes.
want to correct this. This alleged
leve,
who know nothing of
?'But I' have
.girl to dd that,' sis
for
simple and elaborate! .it is an
reason carries the earmarks of poli- spendthrifts
ing arguments and motions in a num teh" "said Mrs'. .Harrison. '
money values makes! them dangerous
case
ber of
:,.: i
,
tics, and there may he nothing to K to the house.
and fgowrt for
I
every woman to find
"I don't, care if you have. She
They do not play skil
After all, the reberiious part of Uland
of
their
I'll
warrant,"
4tiets regardless
doesn!t do it, right,
her particular needs. Every model carefully planINDIANA TEACHERS' MEETING
ster la only & small portion of Ireland fully, place
outito the kitchen went Aunt Alvira
accepted pules, and destroy all the
An
26.
March
end it seems unreasonable that it laws of
Ind,
Indianaopils,
ned as
its
followed ':hy he? sister still protesting.
averages. I have seen a tew
highest possible value
of school teachers captured Inshould be allowed to keep the entire
drove
once
and
at
took
play, or attempt, to play,'1 abortive army
She
charge
Island from the home rule it has been
today and will remain In the servant almost distracted by her
'systems, and one or ,two try systems dianapolis
from the plainest tailored
of. the city until tl?e. end
wotklcg. for for fc'ceatury.' Without learned from a, book; but the
possession
that
majority
'
; occasion ?of the criticism,, (Then she discovered
of!
:
The
doubt K will: not beraltawed
so.
do
the week.
to most luxurious
neeciea cleanentirely jthg jaws of mathemat
thirty-eight.annual the .kitchen .cupboard
The Etroast weapon" the Tjlsterites ignore
ical progression xiyon which 'systems gathering is the
ingi-an- d
cleaned
she
it
thoroughly
convention' of the Southern. '. Indiana
have Is the disinclination of their are founded. .The nominal
limit at
taste,
arid arranged it to suit her
wintrrmetr to proceed against them the club is $1,000 on a color"
Teachers' association, one of the and when she finished tha ook .did
although
of
one"'i!h loaded guns; It is too ms''h
this limit may "be ".raised indefinitely strongest sectional organizations
n' know where to find anything.- - She
,1 President
sidod to appeal to a sense of fair- play,
country,
teachers
the
la
r
reis
a
not
and
it
ranging from
next
Instructed the cook" in the art of
simple request,
nd wholesale resignations from the by
college. President
re- King of Oberlin
confused
corded
ever
so
the
that
and
a
proprietors
to
correctness
pudding
making
Dr. Alsimple
superb imported creations
Jung's army naturally could be ex- - fused to
that
permit a plunger to dive as Bryan of Indiana university,
person that the pudding
Ur'",l. But there will be enough high as he pleased provided he could bert Shaw, the noted editor, and Dr. was worthy
and
for evening
opera
In the. afternoon she
spoiled,
i ."t. '.a tie ranks to annihilate Ulster,
secretary of the
afford it. The danger to the bank is Edwin D. Mead,
the guest
furniture
in
the
'
changed
t" at 'be
necessary, and the that, some wild player will stumble World's Peace Foundation, are to ad room to suit herself and , was kept
't pAtably will make it unn?je3- - upon a run of luck,
dress the convention.
or drop a
from helping the cook get supper
V Ji'iTii Daily Globe.
bet upon a single winning
r
by the- combined persuasion of
only
o
'
number. Many of them play the long
i
ER1CK COMPANY GROWS
the whole family.
READY-TO-WEA- R
shots steadily and, of course, occasSanta Fe, March 26. Judge John
Thus a week passed and each day
'
ionally someone wins & large amount Tt. McFie left this afternoon for Gal- Aunt Alvira changed something. Oh
CURRENT MAGAZINES
in a hurry. I onoa saw a young fel- lup to attend a stockholders' and di- three successive days rho turned the
low put $.10 in checks on number 5, rectors' meeting tomorrow of the New house upside down and thoroughly
4- 4.
4. 4. 4. 4. 4
get $S50 for it, put $230 of that on Mexloo Fire Brick, company, called for cleaned it' She pat the iloo8 and
Ail
H toxica CHj
I Mr.
the odd, $25 on each of the corners the purpose of doubling the eapfial bureau drawers in mi or,
t.:,e
:!vr,y
The Harrison and the boys conn afrifKi
aKVut t!
round the five, and $10 on the 5 stock from .$50,000 to $100,000.
. 'no con tant
'.ad which
cry fr
repeated. He placed a pile of demand for the products of the com- they couldn't find anyt'nin 1 when iheiy
i
...
f
U Mr.
;!.:pU al! It 1, and.'tX'B.
y chocliS on each linmner in the first pany are so much greater than had wanted it. "The easy thai r
"
1
r
f
..
',
or 12 cwept the 5, played the first 12 been anticipated that the plant will Harrison used after mpy,
this is not a plea".;:
t win and chicked a bugs bunch on have to te greatly enlarged In order better days and Aunt Alvira prompuy
nuoent; ff, w rather 6c:
f
i
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PERSONALS
A.

0. Ford of Denver was a

com-

mercial visitor in Las Vegas today.
John McNIerny of Rociada came in
last night for a short business visit
Mark Robin Bon of Denver was a
commercial visitor, in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. B. Palmer and Mrs. J. B. Cook
of Rlbera were visitors in Laa Vegas
yesterday.
J. S. Williamson of Colorado
Springs is a business visitor in Las
Vegas today.
J. Si Pierce of Pittsburgh, Pa., was
a biujjiiess visitor in the city today.
He came in last night
3. M. Hehst, representing a crockery
firm of Colorado, was a business visitor In Las Vegas today.
Charles Stout of Mora came in
busiyesterday evening for a short
ness visit In Las Vegas.
a
- Dr. and Mrs. W. T. Brown of
or
a
came In this afternoon
short visit in Las Vegas.
J. R. James drove in last night in
his Ford automobile from Raton for
a short business visit in this city.
J. A, Knapp of Garden Grove, Cal.,
Is In Las Vegas as a business visitor.
He may remain here for some time.
Eliseo Armljo, came in last night
from his home in Denver for a several
days' visit with friends in Las Vegas.
Charles b'Malley, the electrical
man, left this morning for Mora, where
be will be for a snort time no Business.
W. A. Lassell of Racine, Wis., arrived in the city yesterday evening
and will be a visitor here for some
time.
for
J. W. Bowden, representative
the Colsen Fruit company of Raton,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
"
today.
Mrs. S'.: B. Colby of Los Angeles,
Calif., is fa' Las Vegas and will be a
business visitor here for the next several weeks.
Agapito Abeytia, Jr., former sheriff
of Mora county, was here' from his
borne in Mora today on a brief business visit.
J. B. Byrne, representative for the
Koken Barber Supply company, was a
business visitor at the local shaving
shops today.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Miller of Raton
arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will be visitors with friends here for
the next several days.
Dan Daley, connected with the San
ta Fe Railway company, came in yes
terday evening from Chicago for t
short business visit in this city,
Jduge David J. Leahy will go Satur
day to Mora to draw the venires for
the grand and petit juries for the
spring term of court for Mora county
H. P. Browne of the Las Vegas
Amusement company, has gone to
Denver where he will be on business
relative to bis company for a short
lime.
Miss Marie Mark of Denver, who
has been la Las Vegas for. the past
several months' on account of ill
health, left this afternoon for her
Val-mor-

,

,

"home.

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Kirk left this
afternoon for Los Angeles and other
points in California, where they will
remain for the next several months.
Mr. Kirk is a locomotive engineer on
the local divlstlon of the. Santa Fe
railway.
Mrs. O. H. whitman, sister of Mrs.
T. 0. Lipsett, accompanied Mrs. Lip-eefrom Whitman, Mo., to Las Vegas
with the body of Mrs. Lipsett's little
daughter, who died in Whitman, and
will remain for a short while after the
funeral before returning to her home.
Mrs R. B. Graham returned to Al
buquerque last night after,"' haVing
been in Las Vegas for the' past several
weeks. Mrs. Graham was connected
with theAlbuquerque Morning Journal
during the time when the
contest was being staged.
for
Mr. Graham will remain here
noma time on business! '
tt

'.;:

city who would cast a vote against
the future continuance of the public
library would display by his action
that he was an unprogressive citizen
and bad no city pride.
A plan suggested by one of the
members of the club was that several
committees be "appointed and make
a complete canvass of the city, urging
the voters to vote for the issue at
the election1.' After" consideration some
of the members say 'that this is not
feasible, and believe that it would be
largely a waste 6i''time.
Anbther proposition was that the
'
ladies 'of the club attend the polls on
election day" and' 'there exert themselves1 in the cause y suggesting to
aft the " voters that they cast their
'
ballots for the library. This plan
seems to meet general approval and
may be utilized.
There will be another meeting of
the club before election and the final
decision in this matter will be taken
then. All members of the club are
requested to keep close watch for a
call for a meeting that probably will
occur next week.'
Several other matters were discuss
ed at the meeting yesterday.
The
meeting was attended by a large
number of ladies.

''

ill

HE HESITATED

BY GEORGE ELMER COBB.
"Only a stenographer."
Eunice Graydon recalled the careless remark with the sweetest smile
In the world. In the first place the
words implied a decided compliment,
for her appearance muBt have attracted attention in order to create the
discussion in question between two
callers at the office of Robert Lamed.
Only a stenographer! but a good
one, and under what auspicious environment! As Eunice recalled the

day two years previous, when a
stranger in the city and well nigh
discouraged she had been accepted as
an employe by Mr. Lamed, the tears
of gratitude, joy and loyalty arose to
her beautiful eyes and she was proud
and content as any queen.
She was a woman to attract attention anywhere. Past early girlhood,
she was still lovely and graceful. Her
kindly eyes, her gentle, womanly dignity, her helpfur earnest disposition,
all these had won for. her the respect
of her employer and' of every other
person in the office.
The two men callers decided not to
wait to see the proprietor. It was
early in the morning. Eunice always
came down early. There was a mission of almost reverence Involved.
SUNDAY SCHOOLS TO
She busied herself always first about
the desk of her employer. It was
HAVE A BIG MEETING to' place his Swivel chair conveniently,
to 'see that not a speck of dust was
apparent on the clear glass base, to
CONVENTION OF COUNTY ASSO- arrange his papers, to ventilate the
room just right.
CIATION BEGINS AT HILL-- "'
She did not know if in, his grave,
iSIOE TONIGHT
abstracted way Mr. .Lamed evej",.'no;
ticed these little attentions.'" 'She
Beginning ' Ibis evening at 7: 3D hoped not, but sometimes she wono'clock the San Miguel county Sun- dered if this Interest was at its base
day School association, convention a tribute of warm devotlon-e-perbap- s
will begin at Hillside school house, love.
; !;'
,
Eunice hummed a sweet home tune
several miles east of this city. The
convention is the regular session of as she moved about her duties. She
the association and promises to be in was thinking of a near vacation when
she would go home and see her dear
teresting. The cessions will continue mother. How
proud she would be to
all day tomorrow.
tell her that she had saved up nearly
A number of Las Vegas people will five hundred dollars! And all this
make the trip to Hillside this even joy and comfort and Independence being, and tomorrow a large crowd will cause she had been so fortunate as to
go. Automobiles, hayracks and all secure a pleasant permanent position
other obtainable conveyances will be with the best of men!
Eunice had her precious savings in
used tomorrow, and a big day Is
her pocket at that moment. She had
planned.
drawn them from the bank the preThe following is the program of vious afternoon, Intending to ask Mr.
the convention:
f;
Larned to Invest them for her.
"Oh, dear! dear!" she, murmured
Thursday
7:30 p. m. Opening servic.eSj
felicitously, "it seems as if nobody in
7:45 p. m. Address of Welcome by the world could be so glad and hopeful and happy as I," and her eyes
.,
W. F. Calhoun.
grew liquid as she moved two small
Response by Rev. John L Imhof.
framed pictures on the desk. One as
7:55 p. m.,"The Origin of the she well knew was an old photograph
Bible'"' by Rev. E. C, Anderson.
of the dead wife of her employer and
8:30 p. m. "The Synoptic Gospels" his son, taken many years since. The
by Rev. W. C. Merritt, international
secretary.
9:05 p. m. Closing song.
;
Friday
f,
10:00 a. m.; Devotional.
10:15 a. m. "The Primary Department" by Mrs. Kunkle.
10:15 a. m. "By Skill in Question
ing" by Rev. W. C. Merritt.
11:15 a. m. Discussion.
11:20 a. mi Business.
'

.

.

11:30 a. m. Closing.
11:00 m. Basket dinner.
T!3 p. m. Devotional.
1:45 p. m. "Snuday School Attendance" by W. G. Ogle:
2 :05 p. m. "The Home Department"
by Rev. J. M Harris.
2:25 p. m. "Consecration of Officers and Teachers" by Mrs. A. H. Van
Horn."
2:45 p. m. "Cooperation Between
the Sunday School and, the Family"
by E. S. Comstock.
m.
Three
Co by J.
3:05 p.
"The
'
H, Janzen.
4 p. m.
Closing.
7:45 p. m. Devotional.
8:00 p. m. Singing by Baptist Male

Quartette,? '.'
8:ljf'p. m. "Advertising the King's
Business" by Phil H. LeNoir.
8:30 p. nu Singing by Methodist
Ladles Quartette.
8:40 'p, m. "Day School Methods
in the Sunday School" by Den Frank
Carroon.
9:00 p. m.

m

Closing.

LETTER LIST
Letters remaining unaledfo.f,: for
the week ending March 21, 1914:
UOIIEN WILL
Gus Deltose;
Miss Franclsiqulta
Granas; Mr. Frank Haumpritied; Mr.
W; T. Iliff ; Mr." cv L. Moore; Mr.
Santiago Martinez; Bessie Maylen;
Mrs. W. B. Palmer; Juan B. Quinta- na; Mr. E. L. Rasbury; Miss Gertrude
THEIR CLUB LIKELY WILL TAKE O.
Roberts; Mr. James R. Thorpe;
DEFINITE ACTION AT NEXT ; Mrs. R.
Smart; Miss Ivy Snyman;
MEETING
Mr. Eligio Sanchez.
When calling for the above letters
The vote that is to be taken at
ask for "Advertised Letters."
please
the coming city election In regard to
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
the continuance or
of the Carnegie public library was
LONDON SELLS HIDES
among the' subjects discussed at a
London, March 26. There were 9,- session of the Woman's club yester- 900 bales of
sheep eking sold at auc-tio-n
day afternoon at the Commercial club
here today. The attendance was
rooms.
No definite or final action
good and en active demand develop
was takeiybut the enthusiasm display- ed. Prices were firm and from
to
ed showed that the women belonging
dearer. '
to this organization are seriously Interested and are anxious that the votTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
ers make the right decision in the
mrffer at the election.
FOR RENT Two nice rooms for light
A member of the Woman's club this
housekeeping, modern. 814 Nationmorning stated that any voter In the
al, Phono Olive 5501.
ADVERTISED
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Hummed a 8weet Home Tuns.

-

other

was a picture of Mr. Larned.
The clear, earnest face seemed to draw
forth her soul. She could not help
it, and Eunice raised the framed
to her lips and kissed It
fervently. "'
Eunice turned quickly,
her face a name of scarlet She faced
Alan Larned, the son of her employer.
There was a faint smile on his Hps.
"You saw oh, do not misconstrue
me!" cried the agitated Eunice, losing
all control of herself amid her profound embarrassment.
fou father
has been "my best friend. I owe so
touch to him that I was overcome by
gratitude. I I could not help It"
"Dear Lady," said Alan Larned
gravely and with the greatest deference, "I take your devotion to my
father as I know he fully appreciates
it and as a sad reminder to me of
how unworthy of his confidence I have
been."
Eunice scanned the troubled face
grown suddenly serious and haggard
She with Mr. Larned supclosely.
posed this only son to be at work In
another city. His words, big manner,
desperate, intense, told Eunice that
the young man had dismissed his
present discovery as trivial compared
to some heavy weight of trouble, of
remorse that lay heavy upon his
pho-togar-

mind.
" I can trust you. Miss Orayfion,"
said Alan, "more than ever now. I
must make e co
t t c f o"i V ' , vi
go mad with wl it I t ov bl h , dp

' i
I came here ' t
i y f
i
t
I i i i
But it will t
worthy of hi rjn"! n i 1
I r
ut t i
Eunice flat t
employer would not be due fur neiirlw
half an hour
i ' I i n it t a
!
'
n1
chair, his
iL
thought.
1

kill
1

1

ft

1

placed a gentle, tremulous hand upon
i
his own.
"Mr. Lamed," she said earnestly,
"tell me all about your trouble. Let
me try and J s pure your father, who
loves you so. If possible. Let me help

A DOLLAR.

The "young fellow's eyes filled "With
tears at this exhibition of a ' warm,
sincere sympathy. He blurted put his
wretched story money lost, in gambling, threats of exposure over claims
held by a grasping loan shark.
"How much is itf asked Eunice
fearsomely, and her face brightened
as Alan named a sum approximately
the amount of her savings.
"I am going to help you," she said
simply, "and, oh, I am so glad that
it is in my power to do so. It is because I trust you; it Is because I
know you will evade the pitfalls in
the future. Will you not try to do
so?",
; "I could
not accept " he began
brokenly.
"I was going to invest some money,"
interrupted Eunice. "I shall do so
with you. I am not afraid that you
will repay me. Take It, dear," and
she proffered her savings unostentatiously. "Because of your father, because I shall think of you and pray
for you. Oh, do not forfeit the

trust!"

Not a word of all this to Mr. Larned. The trustful father knew not
of the abyss his son had escaped, nor
of the loving hand that had guided
him to a haven of hope and courage.
And this proved true. Naught but
pleasing news came from the boy after
that And then at the end of a year
Eunice received a remittance covering her generous loan, with Interest
Alan Larned wrote, blessing her. He
told her of a new life, where he had
developed a literary ability that was
earning him a .liberal income. And at
the end of his grateful letter were
four words: "I have told father."
It was two days after that when
MrJ Larned called Eunice Into his private office. There, was a strange expression on bis face, but he said in
his usual tone:
"Dictation, please. Miss Graydon,
address a letter to your mother."
Eunice started, but wonderingly began the letter.
'"Respected madam,'" pursued Mr.
Lamed, " 'I write regarding the noblest
woman I know, your daughter. It is
to ask your permission to offer her
my heart's best love'"
The pencil fell from Eunice's trembling hands. Those hands covered her
face to hide the telltale blushes.
"Oh, I cannot write that," she fluttered.
"Then you understand?" said Mr.
Larned tenderly.
"I have understood for two years,
Mr. Larneu," murmured Eunice.
"And I," said he longingly, "only
for my lonely ways,' because you are
so much younger I have hesitated to
ask you to become" my wife."
"You have been so kind to me,"
whispered Eunice," you are so far
abovD me "
He sealed her Hps with

a kiss and
drew her head, to his shoulder, and
Eunice was. at rest.
(Copyright,

G.' Chapman.)
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THE MOST OF

MAKING

LIFE

Walter Pater's Somewhat Paganlitlc
View of the Journey Which W
,
,
All Must Take.
A counted number of pulses only is
given to us of a variegated dramatic
life. How may we see in them all that
Is to be seen in them by the finest
senses? How shall we pass most
alswiftly from point to point and be
ways present at the focus where the
greatest number of vital forces units
In their purest energy?
To burn always with this hard,
gem-lik- e
flame, to maintain this ecstasy, is success in life. While all
melts under our feet, we may well
eatch at any exquisite passion, or any
contribution to knowledgethat seems
by a lifted horiion to set the spirit
free for a moment or any stirring of
the senses, strange 4yes, strange cot
ors, curious odors, or work of the art'
ist's hands, or the face of one's friend.
Hot to discriminate eveuy Instant
some passionate attitude in those
about us, and in the brilliancy of their
gifts some tragic dividing of forces
on their ways is, on this short day of
frost and sun, to sleep before evening.
From Walter Pater's "The Renaissance."
a Queer Precedent
; ..Cites
Mr. Justice Holmes has the reputation of citing more peculiar cases from
the oM law books than any other
member of the supreme court. He

;:

dug up an additional one Saturday to
the amusement of his associates,
when it was contended in a- libel suit
that the declaration was insufficient
because the offenses were not stated
properly.
"That leads me to recall a case in
the old books," said the justice, "where
an indictment set forth that the accused struck a man on the head, emitting the skull until a portion foil
down on either shoulder, and the
court held the i. :vvipnt defective
Inr .,lf9 it did t (.': m that the man
.

-

We pay 2 per cent qn Checking Accounts; 4 per cent qn
Savings Accounts,
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REPORTED

Operations on the short side were
light and declines were small. The
market showed inability to absorb the
stocks which a rise would bring out
Outside interest in the market was
virtually dead.? 'Bonds were steady.
Uncertainty over the speculative
outlook made the list drag. Railway
Steel Spring sagged 2
on the announcement that no dividend would
be paid at this time. New York state
and city bonds were firm, and more
broadly dealt in.
Selling of the international list continued In a more general fashion, and
some shares fell a point under
yester
day s close. Large blocks of steel
were sold and it fell to 63'4.
The market closed firm. Prices retraced their course slowly in. the.
final hour, full recoveries
occurring
in steel, Union Pacific and
Reading.
Room shorts were the chief bn'yers.
The last sales were:
Amalgamated Copper
.
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TRADES

reports
of declining business. The railroad
list again reflected the Influence of
dwindling earnings. Lehigh Valley.
February net revenue, decreased $582,-00-

"--

i

1

slate, renewed the license of the company to write business in Iowa. The
action was taken following the reorganization of the association, which
had been under way for several
weeks. Henry E. Sampson, assistant
attorney general, stated today that
the action against the old officers
"was instituted solely for the purpose
of improving the management of the
company."
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NATIONAL REINSTATED
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE. '
Des Moines, Ia March 26. The
New York, March 26. The slow
v
National Lite association was rein- downward movement of stocks was
stated in offlsial favor again today resumed today. Steel was seated
when , John L. Bleakley, auditor ff down because of the definite

Washington, March 26. The bill
or
barring foreign, convict-mad- e
goodsi from competing with
the products of American free labor
went to the senate today from the
.
!)uil:-- .
house, where it- was1 passed yester
:";:!;.;
KILLS THREE
day 'following a vigorous partisan conDallas, Tex., March 26. Three per- test In the senate the measure was
sons were killed and three were seri- referred for committee consideration.
ously injured today when an automobile swerved from the road and
WRECK INJURES FIFTEEN
plunged 40 feet into a ravine. Dr.
Fort Smith, Ark, March 26 FifSamueL P. .Tipton, (drlver of the car, teen persons are reported injured in
and Mrs. Katie M. Loving and her a head-o- n
collision today between SL
son were crushed to death. Two Louis and San Francisco passenger
women and a man were the other oc- train No. 5 southbound, and a northcupants of the car. All were resi- bound local passenger train at Maney,
dents of Dallas.
65 miles west of Fort Smith. At the
ssar
101
local office of the railroad company Atchison ... .'
,
S7Vs
it was said none was killed.
Reading ...
ie5,r
VGLOAST AND DUiUN
Snnfhpm PanlfU
'"
Ml's
TERRAZAS IS SAFE
Union Pacific
153
El
28. General United
March
Paso,
Tex.,
States Steel
ARE WORKING HARD Luis Terrazas
c:S
received a telegram United States
Steel,
pfd..
from Chihuahua today stating that
ATTEND
THEIR his son, Luis, Junior, was: In, no im
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
CROWDS
BIG
mediate langer. It was reported that
TRAINING QUARTERS EVERY
Chicago, March 26. Complaints that
he was to have been executed yestei Kansas
EVENING
had received only a
day unless 'he contributed
500,000
showers and tnat the western
pesos to the rebel cause.
third of the state was undecided need
Young Ad Wolgast has mapped out
in
of moisture gave the wheat market
career
most
eventful
for himself a
THE LAST OF HER
the boxing game, judging from his
today an upturn. The market openei
Norfolk, Va., March 26. The wreck
cent down t o a like amouut up,
expression regarding the future. The of the Old
Dominion liner Monros, and then
young boxer has all the confidence sunk in
gradually advanced. Th
January by tha Merchants' close was
in the world and yet does not appear
steady at the same na last
and Miners' packet Nantucket, with
over confident. He stated yesterday
to
higher.
a loss of more than 40 lives, has been mgnt
afternoon that following his bout with blown
Many dealers in corn leaner? fo a
revenue
the
cutter Onon belief that the
up by
Young Duran on April 3,' he would daga, which returned to
edge was' off the deport here to- mand for the
make arrangements, through his manat leaat. Prices
present
day.
started unchanged to U rent
ager, to meet Benny, ;Chavez, the
reacted a little, then sagged all
Fighting Mexican, who is now in Denaround. Thgi close,, was weak at
ver. Wolgast is certain that he will
to
net decline.
win the bout with Young Duran, and J
I
.v.- ..
Oats
will
mill
beginbe
showed disposition to hnU
the
this
that
says
LABOR WORLD NOTES.
f) about steady. The bulls contended
ning of a big career for him.
I
T tnat the cereal was relatively
Duran has made similar plans in
cheap
ever tnan otner grain.
regard to his future following this
ent Duran is a clever boxer, but Pennsylvania democrats have strong First sales of provisions n.- - i
has never met, his equal in any bout hopes of electing a United States sen- from 5 off to an advance to 2 1, h- fi
as yet in his career. In Wolgast he ator this year. It is nearly 35 years later there was a general doe
T ,1
will find a tough' and ready boxer, since the state had a democrat in the close for the day was as foil ?w :
Wheat, May
and this bout will demonstrate whe- senate.
July
Corn, May
ther he should continue In the rough Four candidates are engaged tn
July 68,
Oats, May 39'; July 39.
sport and prepare himself for a ca- a spirited contest for the governor
''
Pork, May $21.05; July $21.17.
reer.
ship of Alabama, The contest will be
Lard, May $10.60; July $10.75.
is pleased with decided in the"' democratic state pri, Promoter 0Malley
Ribs, May $11.22; July $11,55.
tiitB9rntere'st 'ffiai is being displayed in maries on April' 6.
Governor Hines of Maine, who is
this bout, and is assured of an unKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
usually large attendance. The entire serving his first term, is the only
Kansas City, March 26. Hogs, rerepublican who has announced his
West side Is backing Duran-whi- le
ha has many backers east of Ih&'Gal-lina- a candidacy for the gubernatorial nomi- ceipts 5,000. Market steady to 5
cents lower. Bulk
The boxing fans of this 'side nation in the June primaries.
$8,408.65; heavy
The number of aspirants for the $8.608.67; packers and batchers
are about evenly divided. ''A roaring
ow
$8.508.65.;. lights $8.35p8.55; j' v
big time is assured with this back- senatorial toga of, Joseph ll prist
ing, and the bout is assured of being of Kansas has been increased to seven $7.E08.25,ii ii
one of the fastest contests staged by the announcement of the candiCattle, receipts 2,000. Market an
.
dacy of Frank Doster, a Judge of the Prime fed steers $8.609.23; ;
1
here this year.
state supreme court.
beef
steers $7.408.50; v , , -- (J
William A, Prendergast, who placed steers $7.2&8.50; southern
Theodore Roosevelt la nomination for $5.5038; cows i.4 "7.
:
T9
the presidency at the progressive na- $6.758.75; netc-irj.
'. f
tional convention,' has accepted an in- $6.508; bulls $6V TSOj c..l.
vitation to address thV 'republican
ii
9.50.
u
siate convention 'of Indiana. '
Sheep, rec'i.! i'2S
The democratic" state convention fly to 10 c. ..ta K,'u r.
l,
SOUND OF EXPLOSION OFF HONO- -' soon ta be held in. Indiana is expected 7. S3;
Z
7;
,yparltii"t
LULU LEADS TO FEARS
to consider and act upon a proposal $S.S0S.23; ewes .4
FOR A SHIP
to adopt the state-wid- e
primary sys
tem. President Wilson and Secretary Special ''He.
v,r
Honolulu, March 25. The Inter-IslanMarch is a
Rfyan have indorsed the proposal.
"1 f r
Leaders of the suffrnpe movement
steamship Maul, reported to have
youni
1
U, t
gone down last night with ail hands claim that at least 300,000 women will ! 'I r
fiiitr") t l
after an explosion, reported todav vote in the aldermamc election m
J I f,. v's !
'
from Aul by wireless message that
next month, ftse efectioa. Will f
v i
cl
she orr'vel there & .Vy after an
bo the f;rat held in Chioaeo moee the a c k

I

rr

WILSON

Portland, Me., March 26. Charles
F. Johnson, United States senator
from Maine, ipraised President Wilson
and defended the administration's
Mexican policy, in addressing the
state convention today.
democratic;
With reference to Mexico, Senator
Jonhson said:
"We have Waited patiently, because
we are big enough to exercise toleration, for Mexico to settle Its turbulent
affairs, hoping that a deliverer may
appear among its people, as one has
appeared in the history of all nations.
Realizing the impossibility of recognizing any government, particularly
one, which bears the name of a., re?
public which owes- its, existence o
assassination and cruelty, we have
also' fully realized that intervention
means war with' all its attendant suffering, and misery.

n--

v m killed."
1:-justice ol "
lilting d.
i
jiJI it as a p' i.

WHAT IS IT?

"I worked hard yesterday and earned a dollar. I might have spent it in a minute, but I did not
The dollar Is my yesterday.
I may spend it and start tomorrow bankrupt. I may save it and tomorrow not work at all, because my yesterday's dollar will pay for the service of another who
may do the
work better than myself." A dollar is really a part of a man'B life and as he guards his health to take
cara of the future, so should he guard his dollars to secure the full service of the past

you."
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SHORT ORDERS

AND

CAFE

AND REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

CHAPMAN

'

TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
A. M. Regular communication first and
third Thursday
in
aci month. Visiting
brothers cordially In
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
N
102 Meets every Monday
nlgat 0
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenaa at
'
8 o'clock.
siting members are m
I C Worti &AW9r
dia'lr welcome.
rdent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O, S
Baily, Treasurer.

vm.

Petten, Secretary.

F. O. E. Meets first and third Taae
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t,
day evenings each month at Woo
Five cent per line tach Insertion.
E M PLAR
men hall. Visiting brothers cordlaV
KNIGHTS
T
Reg-Estimate tlx ordinary words to a Hne.
ilar
conclara
ly invited to attend. C. N. Dougla
Tua-aa to occupy lesa apaca than two
Johnson So you are going' to stay
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.
day In each mnth at Mahome for the summer?
e
All advertisement
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr H
Woodson Yes, I intended to enjoy will ba booked at
apaca actually aet
I
M. Smith, El C; Chas. Tamme. R
had
after
But
myself thoroughly.
rlthout regard to number of words.
tennis clothes, yachting clothes, golfcoraer.
Cash In advlnc preferred.
ing clothes and riding clothes made I
LOCAL TIME CARD
y
found I hadn't enough left to pay
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
fare and hotel bills.
AL ARCH MA80NS
Regular con-tocatlon firat Monday in
East, pound
NOT WELCOME
month at Masonic
Arrive
I n Jj
Depart
1 A.
X' fempla at 7: SO . m. p. No, 2.... 7:20 p. m
7:45 p. a
A. Brinegar, BL
11:58 p. m
P.; f. o. No. 4. ...11:54 p. m
1
fT-J-l
Blood, Secretary.
No. 8.... 2:25 a. m
2:30 a, n.
4

J

rall-wsl-
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WANTED

Second

-

P. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

stools.

Arrive

1.... l:io
8.... 6:35
7.... 4:20

No.
No.
No.
No.

For YOU!

For CrJo

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

Reggy Every time I aw call oi
her she Invites me to sit on a wicket
FOR SALE Bourboon Red Turkey KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURold wocking chair. Why do you
eggs, 30 cents each;
she does that?
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
the stay at
home kind. Phono Purple 5C23. W. O. W. hall, Sixth
Harry Probably she hopes you will
street, on the
take a tumble.
Mrs. Charles Lewis.
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R. Ladies
THEN HE DIDN'T
always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c. $1
President; A. D. Tillman, Finanand $1.25 per setting of 13; R. C. R. cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
-Deputy,
i
rz
I. strong
d
cockerels. C. 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
W. Wesner.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
FOR SALE Five passenger touring
car, also my black driving mare, L. O. O.
MOOSE Meets second ani
buggy and harness.
Ben Coles.
fourth Thursday evening eack
month at W. O. W. hall. Visitlnf
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary
aw-sup-

---

It

May-hatche-

FLOUR really k
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT'S
PkNUINE WM.
ROGERS Si
SONS' A A
STANDARD

Greenclay, Secretary.

HIM

v

Lost

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
LOST Filigree cuff link, turquoise Love at Woodmen oi the World hall
setting, between corner of National on the second and fourth Mondays oi
and Seventh and fire. R. W. Smith, each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Otty Hall. Reward.
Sonsul; o. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy.
Montague.
Visiting
LOST Watch, silver case, open
face, members are especially welcooe and
15 jewel, Crescent St. Movement
cordially Invited.
Leave at Optic, Suitable reward.
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNPlain Truth That's Worth Money
CIL NO. 804. Meet
second and
Usine Folev's Honev nnd Tar
ourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
cough or cold may save you both sick
Pioneer building.
ness ana money. P. F. Monahan,
Visiting members
Wis., says:
"I am exposed are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
to all kinds of weather and I find Fo- O.
K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound always
fixes me Un in pnntf ah
catch cold or have a bad cough. 1
--

SILVER
FRENCH.
REY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob
tained in this city from

Men-omoni-

recommend it gladly." Refuse all sub
stitutes, o. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug St ore. A a v.

ATTOKNEY8
HUNKER & HUNKER
Qeorge A. Hunker. Chester A. Hank

What

Ginks

call

he

does

his

horse?
Dinks Ready Money.
Ginks No wonder he isn't in sight
when the winners come under the

wire.
HE WAS WISE

L4
j

te!

.

Attornya-at-La-

Laa Vegas,

New Mex1

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
,
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413,
East Lag Tejras. New Mexico
JONES-BOWEL-

.

23

E. A.

MONUMENT

S

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Tears Practical Experience.
W W BOWERS
JONES

V giving
you

a present for doing something
you 'd do uay
way when you
learn how Much
Betfer EMPRESS

I. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
FOR RENT Furnished house. Phone
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first Tues
Main 230.
day of the month in the vestry roomi
uf Temple Montefiore at I o'clock 9
FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially in
with board if desired. 710 Grand
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charla

QUEERED

you use

if

EMPRESS
FLOUR

x

NAME

a

a. m
p. m
6:35 p. m

I....

ALL". GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lot, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,009 lbs. Each Delivery
,
60 Ibe, to 203 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than BS Iba, Each Delivery

"

.......

,M.w....40c

............

PU R A C

AG UA

29e per 1M ft
M,25o per 1N INk
30c per 1ft
per 1W Ibe.
..13a per 1tS lfc

0 II P ANY

Kataral iae, tte Paslia
Harvesters, Btorera, aad D'stributora
Lasting Qualities et Whih Save Made Las Yess Famesg.

C3

OFFICE 7S1 DOUGLAS AVENUE

rW
SI

ANT
s
A re tsesi

Market Finders

J
Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladles
MRS, OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial M.issage, Mani-- .
cure. Chiropody.
Cteam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

i
Mrs. Knowsilt
must be tuner!

:'
1m

ot r, U.o pl.aio
!

f

r nw

tomorrow
Mr.

l',:s

I.
in
Knows!U- -I t t
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woa't know th
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i"

m0
fl'ni

I

t

.or
tUy

;i.iUi.'-'tlM- )
Auk

f

n

1:35 p.
6:40 a.
4:30 f. n
7:00 f. m

B.

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth etreet and
Douglas avenne. Visiting; brothers
are cordially Invited. Got. We J.
FOR SALE Household furniture. Mills, Exalted Euler; D. W. Condon,
Mrs. Vasse, 1109 Douglas avenue.
Secretary.

Mrs. Benham Do you believe that
odd numbers are lucky?
Benham Not when I remember that
you and I are one.

Depart

m.....

p.

a

E. E,

Kite, White Kitchen.

jTOW

2:00 p.

1:35 p. m
West Bound

ft,

a

ter and restaurant

10....

No.
-

t. meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All
visiting
brethren cordiallv fnvA
J. Frtedenstine, N. O.; A. T.
Rogers,
v. u., i. m. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer;
v. Hedgcock,
hand cash regis Cemetery Trustea.
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PITY THE UMPIRE
hands within twenty-fou- r
hours. Happily there is no doubt of
your Identity. By ihe way, are you
thinking of investing it? 1 shall be
happy to offtr my advice."
"I'll take It first, to see what it looks
like, sir," said old Michael. "Then
maybe I'll buy a little farm."
By HAROLD CARTER.
"Well, you must suit yourself," the
Five minutes after the whistle had
blown old Peters arrived home from lawyer answered.
Two days later the old man sat star
the mill. He came softly Into the cot((Age and flung himself down In the ing at $5,000 in bills, which he had
large Imitation leather Instalment placed upon the table. Opposite him
chair. From the kitchen came the sat his wife.
"What do you think ot a farm, Kath
emell of cooking.
Presently his wife
he asked. "You've
looked into the room.
erine, woman?
"Are you home, Michael?" she asked, worked hard all your life, and I guess
That, was the invariable greeting. well be able to take life easier now. A
nearly forty years Michael Peters little farm down south, with a girl to
Aad worked in the big mill. It had ta- help you
Katherlne wept.
ken the best of his life and strength,
"What s the matter, woman?" in
nd, though he held a position as fore
man there, and earned fair wages, he quired old Michael Irritably. "You al
fe&d of late begun to conceive an un
ways said you wished we could have a
rest In our old ae, and here we are
alterable loathing for the place.
Dinks I had no idea you were su
His life was regulated by the whis-tl- with the chance come to us out of no perstitious.
Winks I'm not
It called him from his bed, called where. Why don't you laugh?"
Katherlne was looking at him with
feiia' to work, called him to his lunch.
Dinks But you were carrying
nd dismissed him with a blast at six a tender smile upon her lips that he lorseshoe when you entered the ball
Wtrk yesterday.
o'clock in the evening. There bad had not seen in many a year
"Michael, dear," ehe said, going over
Winks Oh! that was to heave at
jbeen a time, many years before, when
lie had had ambitions; but these had to mm and putting her arms round die umpire in case he got gay.
long ago been ground out of him in the him, I know what's in your mind."
"What is it, then?" he growled.
remorseless machinery of that con
A SAD LACK
"It's giving a chance to Donald,'
smmer of men.
His only son, Donald, was to enter she answered. "Michael, dear, "we're
ike mill next month. The boy had two old people and not likely to live
Inlshed his course at the high school. long. It wouldn't be right to keep the
Old Michael had put him through that money, dear. That s what you're thinkat a sacrifice which only his wife and ing."
klmself understood. He had hoped to
"Well, what If It is, woman?" cried
At him for something better, but of Michael.
late Michael Peters had begun to
"It's a college course for the boy.
realize that his time of working abil and maybe enough left over to start a
ity was running short. He would not home for him and Maisie. O, Michael,
m able to work in the mill more than doesn't It make you
happier to think
few years longer. And Donald must that we can give Donald his chance
lake his place to earn, the family in- after all?"
leome when he dropped out
"I guess you're right, my dear," old
How he loathed the mill! It seemed Michael answered. "I can make
my
each day that he could hardly drag old legs keep moving for a few years
Us weary limbs to work. And Donald longer."
must look forward to a life of this!
At six o'clock next morning Michael
The boy was cut out for finer things. leaped out of bed when the whistle
MichaeL" said his wife that eve blew, as gaily as a boy.
111
ning, "I'm thinking Donald has
(Copyright, 1914, by W. O. Ch&psa&n.)
sweetheart in. town."
"What?" shouted MichaeL "Who is STOPS JUST SHORT OF DEATH
Speeder That auto of mine doesn't
"The Farrelly girl- Russian Scientist Asserts He Can go fast enough.
Peters knew her by sight; one. of
Roadster What's the matter?
Freeze the Human Body and Aftthe new hands in the machine room
erward Restore Animation.
Speeder Several victims have com
Ehe was a commonplace girl enough,
that they knew what struck
plained
orpretty in an anaemic way, Just an
Whether it will be possible in the them, which means a lingering death.
dinary mill girl, neither attractive nor future for a man to place his family And I am not cruel.
the reverse. There were a thousand in a etate of anabiosis so that
they will
ouch as she in the town.
be no expense to him while he happens
INDIGNATION
"So he's thinking of getting married, to be out of a
or In
of divertb he?" said Michael scornfully. ing bis IncomeJobfrom itsneed
usual course
"Hasn't he the wits to profit by his fa- of
expenditure for a limited period is
ther's experience? Now, woman,
question that arises in connection
wasn't meaning you. You've made me with
the experiments of Professor
i good wife, but to think of Donald go
Bachmetief, the Russian scientist, in
ing the same round, wearing out his the extension of anabiosis to
the high
Ife in the mill, and a wife to take care er
organisms.
if."
Anabiosis, a state in which all vital
Katherlne wept quietly. She, too, functions
are suspended without occa
ted hoped it might be possible to put
sioning death, has been known for
about 200 years, according to the
Scientific American, but only In the
lower organisms. If Professor Bachmetlef'B experiments are successful it
will be shown that the higher organ
isms including men, are also capable
of entering into this state. Both In the
world of science and in that of material affairs the successful outcome of
these experiments would be revolutionary. Professor Bachmetief ie conducting them especially with a view to making them of practical use in the
treatment of tuberculosis, and he also
Clerk Children's stockings? Yes,
expects that they will be of great value ma'am. Do you want
colored chilin devolping a process whereby anidren's stockings?
mals could be transported to considerMrs. Mulvaney No, I don't
My
able distance and restored to life
all white, thank hevins!
whenever required. This would be of children are
Immense value in the market of the
SUMMER GIRL
world.
Professor Bachmetief first experi
mented on insects and found that while
the humors of insect bodies freeze at
five degrees centigrade, and all vital
functions become impossible at this
temperature, death occurs only at ten
degrees. Between the temperature at
r
Sat Staring at $3,000.
which the vital functions cease and the
lethal temperature is the state of anaDonald through college. But that was
biosisthe
before old Michael's strength began to tween life intermediary condition be
and death. After a considfell,
erable time, Professor Bachmetief
A month later Donald took his place
W the mill. Sullenly acquiescent, he found, it was possible to restore ani
mals to life
iook up the burden of supporting the ual rise in from this state by a gradtemperature.
borne. The engagement had been anOld
nounced.
Michael, when the girl
No Room for Street Cars.
came to the house, took her chin in
the city .of Canton, China, with a
tils hands and looked into her eyes,
million and a half inhabitants, has no
f "Do you understand what
marriage
Is going to mean to you?" he asked place for a street railway system.
Canton is one of the wealthiest and
grimly. "The never ceaBlng toll, the most
progressive of all the Chinese
struggle to keep things going? Have
L.
and it - would very much
v
cities,
looked
seen
round
and
the
other
you
like
a
street
modern
system.
railway
wives?"
xnUlftands'
Mary JaneAh! Them's my Ini
Tears of dismay came Into the girl's But the space within the, ancient walls tials, but I can't recall uow who OB
so
and
is
crowded
fortifications
that
eyes. With a muttered apology Mistreets are but earth "B. T." is.
chael hjt her go. Everybody knew he many of the
narrow
wide enough
not
even
alleys,
exwas
no
to
use
was queer; it
trying
for two sedan chairs to pass. There
RIGHT
plain an old man's pessimism to youth.
no
"Michael," exclaimed his wife one and room for horses and carriages
certainly not sufficient space 'for
morning, when he hurried home for
narrow-gaug- e
railway. But the Chi
his lunch, "there's a gentleman waitnese engineers are not so easily baf
ing In the parlor for you."
"For me?" inquired Michael. "Who fled, and Canton will have Its electric
railway. It is planned to tear down
Is he?"
"He says he's a lawyer from Phila- the ancient stone wails and fortificawhich encircle the entire city.
delphia," Katherine answered, and M- tions
ichael went in. The visitor, a sprucely The material from these walls Will be
old canals
man, came for- used to fill some of the three-tracdressed, middle-agek
which traverse the city. A
ward and shook hands briskly.
"You are Mr, Michael Peters?" he belt line will be constructed on the
site of the old wall, completely en- salted.
cling the city, and the old canal
"I am, sir," answered Michael.
"What was the name. of the' brother sites will be used for feeder lines.
you left in New York some thirty
Vanity, Vanltyl
years bkoT" asked the lawyer.
Mr. Woolerton Yes, sah;
my
"My brother's came was Phil, sir.
But I haven't Beard of him since I wife's vanity done got me put in jail
wunst.
came here."
Mr. Yallerby How come dat?
"He Is dead," said the lawyer. "And
he has left you all his money five
Mr. Woolerton Well, yo' see, Ah
thousand dollars."
done borrowed a fowl outen Colonel
Green Don't you often fear you're
Michael gat down feebly.
"You're Gunnerton's henhouse one night, an'
oing to die?
eure, sir?" he inquired.
mail wife 'silted on wearh.g tie wing
Wise No, sir. No dor:lor would bf
The lawyer smiled and pulled a fodders In hull bonnet. De colonel
document out of his pocket.
me Jagged for foolish cnouKh to Ut a good emw
u knew de wings,
like I am dia.
tills," he said; "and the money will m stcalin' de fowl! Puck.
In your
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MANY MEMBERS OF THE UPPER
HOUSE WILL HAVE DIFFI
CULTY RETAINING TOGAS

Washington,

March

20.

Between

now and the end of the year 32 Unit
ed State senators are to be elected by

direct vote of the people. The elec
tion by direct vote Is expected to
bring about some changes in the up
per house, for among the members
whose terms are to expire next March
are several who probably could lie
returned if the election was 6till in
the hands of the legislature but who
will find It. pretty difficult to win In a
popular primary.
One of the most notable of tho senators who will retire a year hence Is
Elihu Root of New York. Mr. Root
is one of the most commanding fig
ures on the republican side, and
should his party return to power he
would be the) recognized leader of the
upper house. But between the democratic and progressive opposition his
ia very doubtful.
Penrose of Pennsylvania is another
prominent senator who will retire
next March unless he is
If he wins the republican nomination
In the primary next month he will
have to defeat A. Mitchell Palmer,
democrat, and Giffora Plnchot,, pro
gressive, at the polls In November.
Albert B. Cummins., one of the "big''
men in the senate, will face the
mixed republican and progressive sentiment in Iowa. Theodore E. Burton
of Ohio is another notable republican

a re mains to be seen. Senator

turn.
Joseph L. Bristow of Kansas also
has a hard fight on his hands. Six
aspirants are now in ho field for
his seat, among them such well known
political figures as rormer Soaator
Charles Ourtis, republican, and Victor Murdock, progressive.
The venerable Senator Galinger of
New Hampshire, a leader among the
standpatters, is not likely to return.
The election of a democrat to succeed
him is among the possibilities.
Senator Bradley of Kentucky js another republican who will probabliy
he, succeeded by a democrat, either
Governor McCreary or former Governor Beckham.
Senator Stephenson of Wisconsin,
now in his eighty-fift- h
year, is not
expected to lie a candidate for
though he has made no announcement to that effect. Several candi
dates to succeed him are already in
the field, among them Governor
and Lieutenant Governor Morris.

James H. Brady of Idaho will have
to overcome formidable opposition If
he returns.
Fonr republican candi
dates, as well as democrats and progressives, are now striving for his
seat.
The case of Senator Clarice of Ar
kansas was practically settled in the
state primaries this week and' two
week3 hence the Alabama primaries
will decide whether. Underwood or
Hobson will be sent to tho senate. At
the same time Alabama will choose
a short term senator.Of the democrats whose terms will
expire one. of the most notable Is Hoke
Smith of Georgia, who expects to re
turn. Gore of Oklahoma also expects
though he has a hard
fight on his hands. Another able
democrat who will seek
!s
Senator Newlands of Nevada. He is
popular in his state, hut whether he
can win out in a general primary re-- 1

Chamber- or parole of Pablo Art hi, 'a of t
lain of Oregon appears to have a Fe, who haa served
v.i-- , tr
good chance to return, although a five to seven years' terra for :rii.i;t.
numoer of opposition candidates are assault upon a little girl.
already in the field.
According to reports received the
Rheumatism
will not ba alto
path to
Foley Kidney Pills are so tliorou;;tv-leffective for backache, rheffinaiis-- i
gether a smooth one for Senators
Sherman of Illinois, Shively of Indi swollen and aching joints, kidney hik
bladder ailments' that
are recomana, fetone of Missouri, Jones of mended everywhere. they
A. A. Jeffords..
Washington, Dillingham of Vermont McGrew, Ncbr., says: "My druggii.
recommended Foley Kidney Pills
or Gronna of North Dakota.
The other members of the United pains in my back, and before I finish
ed one bottle, my old trouble entire!
States senate whose terms will ex
disappeared."
pire next March and the majority of
whom appear reasonably sure of re
CHALLENGE FOR "U"
election are F. B. Brandegee of Con
Santa Fe, March 28. The Elks bas
necticut, J. R. Thornton of Louisiana, ketball club today challenged the c!ut
C. S. Thomas
of Colorado, Coe L of the University of New Mexico Ll
Crawford of South Dakota, Reed Albuquerque, for a game of basketball
Smoofc of Utah, D. W. Fletcher
of either on April 17 or 18, at the NaFlorida, M. A. Smith of Arizona, Lee tional Guard armory, the occasion beS. Overman of North Carolina, J. W. ing the visit t the
University CU&
Smith of Maryland, G. C. Perkins of club to give a concert at the Scottirta
California and E. "D. Smith' of South Rite cathedral.
Carolina.
The present membership of the
Farmers and others wno live at a
senate stands 51 democrats 43 repub- distance from a drug store should kee
licans and one progressive. The body in the house a .hottle ot BALLARD'S
is certain to remain democratic until SNOW LINIMENT. It may be needed
March i, 1917. The elections of senasprains and rheumatism. It la a pow
tors to take place this year will not erful healing and penetrating remedy.
detract from the democratic majority, Price 2ac, 50o and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
and, in fact, may add one or more to by central Durg Co. Adv.
the voting strength.
HORSES FOR INDIANS
Santa Fe, March 26. The federal'
The Forty Year Test
government ia twylng norsea for the;
An article must have exceptional
or rather for what
merit to survive for a period of forty Mescalero Indians,
was
old band, ra
Geronlmo's
formerly
years. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
vas first offered to the public in 1872. cently brought to New Mexico frorx
From a small beginning it has grown Fort SHI. John Prather has Bold fire
in favor and popularity until it has teams
and six stallions thus far.
attained a world wide reputation. You
will find nothing better for a cough or
cold. Try it and you will understand
A pain in the slda or iiack that
why It is a favorite after a period of
more than forty years. It not only catches you when you straighten
gives relief it cures. For sale by all call" for a rubbing application of BALdealers. Adv.
LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It relaxes
the contracted muscles and permit
motion without suffering or lnconven-ienc- a
ARCHULETA WANTS PARDON
2sc, 50c and $1.00
Santa Fe, March 2d. Strenuous ef- bottle. Price
Sold by Central Drug Mo.
forts are being made for the pardon Adv.
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FGOO DELICACIES
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Miss Elizabeth Padgett, daughter of by the firemen, which, if put into use,
Colonel M. M. Padgett, Is suffering would furnish the department with
from an attack of measules.
sufficient hose to keep it up to standard equipment. A numbfe or business
Wanted A seamstress for Insane men, learning of the condition of the
6:46 Asylum. Apply at corner of Douglas department are anxious that sums
avenue and Eighth street Adv. .
action be taken at once to provide
the firemen with more hose.

LOCAL NEWS

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

j

at

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
"The Dancer," a two-refeature by
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Thanhouser, featuring Miss Margaret
Snow, at the Mutual tonight. Adv.
Drum and piano music furnished
for dances. , Mrs. J. N. Cook. Adv.
"Bead," the faithful canine companion
of A. T, Rogers, Sr., was run over
C. B. Fitch has begun the erection tms
morning by a street car on
of a large addition to his home on Bridge street aud killed. The

I

26, 1914.

"The

AUTOMOBILE
LIVERY sxnd REPAIRING

safety of the city depends

upon the efficiency of the fire depart
ment," said a business man today,

We also

"and doubtless those in charge of the
funds for the maintenance of Slis
organization will take immediate
steps to purchase" more fire hose."

dog's

Eighth street.

neck was broken.

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN PRIMAR
IES AND CONVENTION
Six room modern house for rent, 919
A delegate convention of the repub
The Bridge street property owners
Fourth street Phone C. II. Steven- are anxious to have the preliminaries lican party of the city of Las Vegas,
son, Main 291. Adv.
complied with so that the paving of New Mexico, is hereby called to meet
the thoroughfare can be begun at on Monday, the 30th day of March,
The regular
meeting once. The town council has announc 1914, on the second floor of the City
of the Loyal Order of Moose will oc- ed that the bids will be asked for as Hall of said city, beginning at the
cur this evening in Woodman hall.
soon as the legal' limit expires.
hour of 7:30 o'clock p. im, for the

ALL THIS WEES

eech-Nu- t

our customers will
bmato Catsup havelheopportunity
taste the well
Delicacies. We invite
known Beech-Nu- t
everyone to come and get acquainted with
;
these products.

ALL REPAIR WORI1.
V GUARANTEED

semi-monthl- y

purpose of nominating the candidates
of the republican party for the offices
to be filled at the city election to be
held on April 7, 19H. At the said
convention the City Central Commit
tee of the republican party will present for discussion and such action
as may toe deemed advisable and for
the best interests of the city of Las
Vegas, a plan looking toward a fusion
ticket to be nominated and supported
by both republicans and democrats.
The primaries to be held In each of
the four wards of the said city for
the selection of ten delegates from
each of said wards to ttiej said city
convention are hereby called' to meet
at the hour of 7:30 o'cloBk-nth-e
evening, March 27. 1914, af 'tne' 'fol'
lowing places:
t. First Ward
Douglas Avetnie school
bulldingy .southwest room, ' ground
ilotfr. tfPiiimarles to be called' to order
by eithet George' E. Morrison or Ma
rion Stewart- r,
Michigan.
; i
... Second Ward-CitHall, offices of
the Justice of the Peace. Primaries to
Lieutenant Richard Smith of
H said this morning that the or be called to order fcy N. B. Rose-berr,, ,
ty;
ganisation rapidHy ia getting Into
Thirds!. Ward City Hall, Council
shape for the Inspection, which will
occur on the evening of April 1. The Chamber, Primaries to be called to
lieutenant eays the company still order toy E. J. McWenie.
Fourth
Ward Douglas
Avenue
needs about 15 resident members in
order to reach the required number, school building, Northwest roomf
More man that many members are ground floor. Primaries to be called
in other parts' of the state, on leave to order by Hallett Raynolds.
of absence.
The credentials of the delegates
The militia will go to
California on encampment this year from each of said ward primaries
and Lieutenant Smith says that men must be in the band? of the Chair
who enlist now, in time for two drills man or the City r Committee by 5
before inspection, ' will be allowed to o'clock in the afternoon of Monday,
make the trip. Here is a good chance, March 30, 1914.
he says, for young men to get a good
By order of the Republican City
vacation.'
Central Committee.
JOHN H. YORK,
7
Chairman.
Ludwig William, Ilfeld, foreman of
the E. Romero Hose and Fire com
pany, says Greater Las Vegas should
FOR
have 500 feet of hose kept on the DEMOCRATS
old hose reel as a precaution in case
an alarm comes in while both depart
ONE MORE OFFICE
ments .are using all their hose at an
other fire. Mr. Ilfeld says the loss
of time In loading the hose into the THEY WOULD NAME THE COUN
wagon would be fatal, in case a seCILMAN FROM THE FOURTH
rious fire should break out. He deWARD ON1 JOINT TICKET
clares it would be easy for one of the
departments to hurry to the city hall
The democratic city central com
and hitch the reel on behind and make mittee met last night for the
purpose
the run to the fire. Mr. Ilfeld says if of
discussing the proposal for a joint
the East side will furnish Its part of ticket to be
placed in the field, named
the hose he is euro the E. Romeros by the
republicans and democrats, for
will do their share.
the coming city election. The com- mitee endorsed this policy, but sug
As the result of the fire of Tuesday gested the
plan be modified to allow
night the West side officials have the democrats to select the candidate
condemned a large number of small for alderman in the Fourth ward.
frame buildings in the business dis- ( The proposition as submitted to the
trict In the town of Las Vegas. Mayor lemocrats by . the republican city cen
Delgado made the rounds of the dis- tral committee was that the demo
trict this morning and informed prop- crats be allowed to nominate the
city
erty owners that they would he .oblig- clerk, city treasurer and one
ed to remove certain ; frame etruc--,
.republicans should
fares, including sheds and warehouses, name: the mayor and three councll-tnen- .
'
from the alleys., He also told the
The democratic central
e
merchants they would not be allowed,
agreed to this with me one ex
in the future, to sweep papers and ception that the democrats 'lie 'allow- Other material Into .the streets and
The tearing down of frame
alleys.
structures will cause some annoyance and expense, but the property
owners believe this will be more
than offset by the reduction of fire
insurance premiums and the reduced
likelihood .of fires.

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Eye, aged
Word was received In Las Vegas
in wood. Direct from the distillery to today of the marriage of Mies Ruby
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. M. Payne to Mr. Roy Sund in Los
Angeles, Cal. Both, are well known
There will be a special communi- in Las Vegas, having- resided here
cation, of Chapman lodge No. 2 A, F. for many years. Mr. and Mrs. Sund
and A. M. Friday evening at 7:30 are graduates of the local schools and
o'clock. Work In the second degree. have many friends who whl be
pleas
ed to learn of their marriage. Mr.
lias Vegas council No. 804 Knights Sund la employed in. the Ford assemof Columbus, will hold a regular meet. bling plant at Los Angeles.
lng tonight at 8 o'clock In the O. R.
C. hall. All members of the council
Herbert. W. Clark of this city has
and visiting brothers are cordially In been selected to deliver the com;
vited, to be present.
mencement address to the graduating
class of the University of New Mexico
;J.R. j ,Rff. Champion, principal, of the this year. This announcement was
Onavji public school and teacher of made yesterday at. the state univer
Young , People's Bible class, was un- sity and was. received with much In
animously chosen as delegate to repre; terest. Mr. Clark ,ls ;. a . prominent
sent the Onava
young attorney of this city and a can
:a able and .talented oratc-r-.
at the. state convention y,jQ-jig- i
He h old J
Hill Side school house March
high degrees, from the University of

.

Stearns Store

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
--

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
FORMERLY

-;

COW

;

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

Yesterday morning at 11:30 o'clock,
Mrs. Sabina L. Rimbert, wife of Igna- cio Rimbert, led following a Bhort illness. Death came at the family home
on the West .side. The funeral services were held, this morning from the
Church of Our Lady of Sorrows and
Interment was,, In Mount Calvary

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

SUCH LOVELY BISCUITS
are only possible when made
v
y
i
with such a flour as our

Dr. J. H. Landau has announced, the
subject of his second lecture in the
Tolstoy series, which will be given
tomorrow night. He will speak on
"Tolstoy's Description of Conditions
In Russia, Tolstoy's Religion and the
Reason for His final and Fatal
Flight." These addresses on Tolstoy
are attracting the attention of many
scholars and readers. The public Is
invited to hear them.

p

'

Pure Quill. None less good
will make such light, toothsome,
bis.
cults. Order a sack and
your husband tomorrow morning with biscuits
that he will blow about to
his friends and be fully Justified In doing sd.

Bur-pri- se

...

x .

Santa Fe Officer Rinman last night
arrested James Cassidy and Albert
Cantrel, two gentlemen of the road,
This
on the charge of vagrancy.
R.
offered
D.
Judge
Murray
morning
the men a choice of serving 60 days
In the city jail or taking 50 minutes
to leave the city. Both being good
walkers, they decided that they could
disappear from'this part of the coun
try in the specif ie$ time. They were
allowed to ."float." i;

o?e Las Vegas Roller Mills

17&&B

A'L.-ACJ-

According to Volunteer Observer

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

O.

L Hargrove at the Normal University,

the maximum temperature yesterday
was 63 degrees. This, is warm enough

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

to bring the flies out; of win,tsrqjjTr:
ters to . begin the establishment ,of
large summer families. With all filth
and rubbish disposed of the flies will

hay,,a,, hard job to find cradles for
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Sealed proposals for bids on the following mail route will be received at
the office of the fourth assistant postmaster general up to April 28: From
East Las Vegas by Las Vegas, Anton-chico- ,
Dilla and Mesita de Guadalupe CITY WILL K3T BUY
to Santa Rosa, '68.03 miles and back,
three times a week. The mail is to !
HOSE
HHEIiEfj
leove this city on Monday,
and
leave
week
of
and Friday
each
Santa Rosa on Tuesday, Thursday and DEPARTMENT
ONLY
600
HAS
Saturday. The bond required with
YARDS OF PIPE THAT ARE
the bid is $4,200.
FIT

Pretty announcement cards bringing the news of the arrival of a baby
girl ins the home of Mr. and Mrs.
1 Robert Sullivan in Chicago, have been
received by Las Vegas friends of the
proud father, who formerly resided
here and was employed, as assistant
timber inspector for the Santa Fo
railway. The little girl has been christened Jane Marie. Despite the fact
she was born on Friday, the Thir
teenth, Jane Marie started out lucky
in the selection of her parents, and
her friends hope she will have the
s." me
of good fortune
kind
all

(j

are 'exclusive agents for the Patterson Sargent high grade paint specialities.
Renew your wood work with DPS
Gloss Interior Points.

:.

Fl

For Fresh Garden Seed, Onion
Gels, Flower Seed
"if-L!G or 17
UP
L
one! Piclc 1121,1 Oat
or

K

jhelr, infants.,, .This is a "hunch" to
property owners and renters. The
'minimum, temperature registered last
night was 29 degrees..

1

We

.,.

Com-ipan-

26-2-

s

SALES COMPANY

L"l,""m,
EST PAINTS SOLD

y

ver are the proud parents of a baby
daughter, which arrived In their home
yesterday. Mrs. Peterson, before her
marriage, was Miss Rachaejl Ward of
this city, daughter' of Mrs., J. II. Ward.
She was popular In Las Vegas social
circles.

j

WHAT D0E

f,.'---

Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Peterson of Den-

F01

LAS VEGAS

.

:

carry

THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY

USE

During the fire which occurred ori
Tuesday night at the Bridge Bar on
Bridge street, it was discovered that
the East Las Vegas department is se
riously handicapped because of the
lack of sufficient hose. It was found

that the department cannot string
two blocks of hose, that is the amount
of hose fit to use will not reach a distance of 600 yards.
The firemen eay that should they
called to fight a fire where it was
noctssarv to conned with a water
plug three "blocks, from the Masie they
would he' hptKloaa Tt i: d.VUred that
the city has a'fuiid of f 100 turned In l
b--

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski- n

ALL WORK DONE AT OUH
GUARANTEED

Fin

SIP

ITS FEEFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
ed

tonominate two j?ouncilrnen
one.

The proposition offered
by the republican committee wa that
the democrats were to nominate the
councilman from the First' ward. The
democrats wish to nominate the "councilman from the Fourth, ward also.
If the republican central o
refuses to offer this additional 'nomination, the democrats probably will
place a straight ticket in the field,
though this is improbable, as the
agreement between the two' parties
undoubtedly will be ratified- .The interest in the coming election
is growing. With Ah jj Announcement
last night that there is 'to be a citizens' tifiket on which the present
mayor, B. J, Taupei't;:: will , run,' two
tickets are assured, arid'' the 'usual,
street corner conversation is noticeable. That there will be
an interesting campaign IS an 'assured

fact, and a close and; Interesting race
the old timers, though
they predict the Joint ticket will win.

is predicted by

ATTENTION1 DOGS
All dogs residing in the city of
Las,
Vegas and the town of Las Vegas are
requested ta retire at 9 p. m, and not
to arise until 8 a, m. If you must;
remain awake, please do not raise
your voice.. Walk silently and say
nothing. Do not .quarrel loudly with
neighborhood canines while peopla
wish to sleep. If you cannot obey
.

these simple requests, ask your masters to tie you up between the hours
mentioned. Doubtless they do not
wish to have the peace of the commun
ity disturbed. West side dogs are requested to bark in Spanish during the
hours when barking is allowed, wbilo
Hast side canines must use the Eng- -
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There is Safety in a good
Watch, but there is Danger
in one that does not keep
accurate time. We stake our
reputation every watch that
goes out of our store,

Regardless of Price

If it maybe termed
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Science of
Soiling

Farms

:

a science

must

a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
include

of prospective buyers.

diss

To reach this
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